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INTRODUCTION 
Soil heating is an important, modern technique in 
high production, controlled-environment (greenhouse) 
agriculture. In this technique, warm water is circulated 
through the soil medium , usuall y in plastic pipes, in 
order to maintain the plant root zone temperatuH' 
a bove some critica l level and to transfer hea t to th e air 
a bove the soil. These effects ca n provide a considerable 
economic benefit for the grower who uses a soil hea ting 
system . In a co ld climate, the warm soil provides an 
improved environment for plant growth and , in the 
light of present high energy costs, ca n result in consid-
erable sav ings in greenhouse hea ting cost. 
Very large quantiti es of low temperature, rej ect or 
waste hea t are potentially a vailable today as a by-
product of va rious industria l processes. In pa rticular, 
steam-driven, el ectri c power generating plants dissi-
pate twi ce as much energy through the condenser cool-
ing water as is delivered to the electric power grid. In 
most cases, however, the rejected th ermal energy is con-
tained in large quantities of relatively low temperature 
water a nd is unsuitabl e for furth er use in industrial 
processes. On the other hand, this can constitute a suit-
a ble resource for soil hea ting and, in some cases, will 
have associated with it ancillary ben efits (such as C02 
production) which are of value to greenhouse pro-
duction. 
Heat transfer in any soil m edium is a complex pro-
cess which is strongly influenced by the amount of 
mo isture present. Because of this, the low tempera ture 
of the reject h ea t resource is actually a benefit to the 
process. At high er temperatures, the soil nea r the heat 
source would become dry and would then conduct hea t 
poorly. However, moist soil ca n conduct large amounts 
of low temperature h ea t and can thereby contribute 
significantly to the overall energy ba lance of th e green-
house aerial environment. In addition, warm soil can 
bo th enhance plant growth and reduce minimum air 
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temperature requirements for good production. In 
these ways , a nd particularl y when combined with dfec-
tive energy consnvation techniques , the us(' of large 
alllounts of industrial rejec t heat can be beneficial for 
gffenhouse production. 
Scientists at The Ohio Sta te Unin·rsity and Ohio 
1\gricultura l Research and Den·lopment Center (OSl J 
O ARDC ) ha ve hcen working on obtaining a detailed 
understanding of soil warming processes for a decade . 
This work has included theoretical studies , computer 
simulations, labora tory experiments , and practical 
greenhouse operations. In the process, 16 scientific 
publications have heen produced . This bulle tin bring·s 
together this considerable wealth of information , alo1;g 
w ith related results obwined hy other researchers, and 
sds forth a comprehensive view of this work. 
HISTORY 
The earliest work at OSU / OARDC was undertaken 
to determine the feasibility of using power pl a nt w ~1stt:· 
hea_t in a system which would provide soil warming for 
agncultural purposes and also meet a significalll por-
t ion of a po wer plant 's cooling req uirelllent ( 4 7, 48 ). To 
do this, an initial lllodd was derived for simultaneous 
heat and moisture transfer in a porous medium with 
variable properties, and this model was solved on an 
IBM digital colllputer in order to pH'dict temperature 
and moisture profiles in the \·icinity of a buri ed pipe 
system. From these profiles, and using soil property 
data available from the literature (21, 24, 29), heat and 
moisture transfer rates W('re det('rmined. This initial 
study indica ted that the basic agricultural requirements 
of elevated and uniform t('mpera ture a nd moistur(' in 
the plant root-zone could be met without any undue 
restraint on syst('m design. How('ver, it was also dct('r-
mined th a t the combined obj ective of meeting both 
agricultura l requirem ents and power plant cooling 
needs imposed severe requirem(' nts on system design in 
terms of excessively long soil h ea t pipe runs. Therefore, 
all subsequent work in this a rea has been dir('cted 
toward using low temperature h ea t for soil hea ting only 
for its agricultural benefits . 
In order to verify the predictions of the initial compu-
ter study, a nd also in order to <level.op in situ methods o f 
moisture determination, a laboratory scale study of heat 
and moisture transport in silt loam soil was undertaken 
(28) . In this work, temperature and moisture gradients 
were generated in a 0.2 m thick, heavily insulat('d , slab 
of soil using electrically simulated hea ting pipes. A 
g<1mnw raY <1tt('nu<1tion apparatus \\·as us('d to dctn-
rnin(' rdatin· changes in rnoislllr(' cont('nt in th(' soil 
11 hilt· it n·mained in th e experimental cont<tiner. The 
rt'sults indicated some drying in the vicinity of the 
he<iting pip('s at th(' highest temp('raturcs (40° C). and in 
g('neral \\'t•n· in agreement with tht' ('arli('r co mput('r 
pr('dictions. 
P;1rkn (38) <md Parkn et al. (39) subs('qu('ntly incor-
porat('d the so il ht'ating model into a model of transient 
greenhous(' h('ating which includ('d plant growth and 
('11\'ironment effects (50). This study used actual weather 
d;1ta for \\'oos tcr, Ohio, a nd indicated. without expcri-
nH·ntal confirmation , that the proposed system would 
Ii(' capable of meeting 18% and 36% of th e greenhouse 
ht'at load when waste water temperatures were 25 a nd 
cF>° C, r('spectivcly. Under the same circumstances, the 
model also indicated that the soil surface would be 
w;1rmed by 2 to 1° C: a bove its unhea ted condition . 
Thus, the bas ic results of this computer study showed 
that a buried pipe soil heating system could probabl y be 
of considerable value in grcenhous(' operations. 
This indica ted potential for soil hea ting in green-
ho uses mad(' it important to take the work out of the 
laboratory and put it into a practical situation where a 
detailed examination of actual operation could take 
place. To some extent , the first part of this need was met 
with th e inclusion of Shapiro's (47) basic soil heating 
d('sign into the Sherco waste heat demonstration green-
house (5). However, while this project was a very suc-
C('ssful demonstration of waste h eat utiliza tion, its 
overall scope precluded a deta iled examination of the 
h ea ting contributions obtained in a nd through the soil. 
Therefo re. under funding from the Electric Power 
R('search Institute, a series of detailed experiments was 
initiated in 1977 in small scal e greenhouse plots. 
These plots, 2.9 x 3.0 m, contained three diverse but 
representative greenhouse soils: Wooster silt loam, a 
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p('at-\nmiculitt· mixture , ;111d sand. Th('y \\'t·n· studied 
onT th(' winters from th e fall of 1977 to th(' spring of 
1980, both with and without soil heating. During the 
first of these winters . no plants \\Trt' grown in th(' soil 
and great care was exercised in obtaining accurate heat 
and moisture distribution/ transport information. Th('S(' 
initial res ults weft' pub! ish ed in El wcl I Pl al. ( 15 ). In th(' 
subsequ('nt two winters, lettuce was grown in the soil 
plots and the hea t and moisture studi('s wen· continu('d. 
Three additional publications resulted directh from 
this research (16, 42, 43). In addition to and in parallel 
with this phase of the experimental studies, th(' compu-
ter simulation model of heat a nd moistu r(' transfer in 
the soil was improved and expanded in scope (I, 2). 
Finally, beginning late in 1981, a full-s ca le soil h('at-
ing system was built into one bay of the research gr('en-
house. This system was operated in conjunction with 
an energy conserving, nighttime insulation scheme, 
and along with bag culture tomato production, during 
the winter of 1982-83. Further data on the operation of 
this system are being collected at the present time. Pres-
ently available publications on the results of this wo rk 
are Elwell el al. ( 17 , 18, 19, 20). 
Thus, at this juncture th e results of an extensive 
resea rch program on soil heating are being transferred 
into a practical, combined packa~e of energy conserva-
tion systems for commercial greenhouses. In addition, 
an Extension bulletin on practical soil heating design 
considerations is being prepared (7) in order to fa cilita te 
the adoption of this valuable technology. This research 
bulletin was prepared to bring togeth er the present 
body of information in this area and make it more 
readily available for future work. 
RESULTS 
A Model of Heat Conduction 
in a Soil with Fixed Properties 
Early s~udies of various crops had indica ted that so il 
tempera ture has a significant influence on plant growth 
(45, 53) as shown, for example, in Figure I. Therefore, it 
beca me desirable to determine the effectiveness of soil 
warming systems for meeting both agricultural a nd 
power plant cooling objectives. The first step in this 
process was the development of a simplified model for 
hea t conduction in a soil with fixed properties and its 
use in th e evaluation of different proposed heating sys-
tems. Specifically, two such des igns were considered. 
First, a system of buried pipes designed specifically to 
dissipa te hea t from power plant condenser water was 
considered. 
The primary obj ective of such a system was to main-
ta in high heat flux at the pipe surface to enhance h ea t 
conduction fro m the water. This meant that the pipes 
needed to be widely spaced a nd the pipe diameter 
needed to be small relative to the spacing. Furthermore, 
the runs of pipe needed to be relatively long to allow th e 
water sufficient opportunity to cool as it flows. Also, 
the pipes needed to be buried near the soil surface to 
reduce the thermal resista nce between the pipe wall and 
the soil surface. 
Next, a system des igned specifica lly for agricultural 
purposes was considned . An illlportant o bjC'ctive in 
thi s case was that th e hC'atin g df<·ct duC' to the buried 
pipes be unifo rml y distributC'd throug hout th e root 
zone in order to bC'ndit crop growth . A system spC'cifi-
cally designed to accomplish this \\'ould require low 
h eal flu x near the pipes, impl yin g that th e tempera ture 
would not d rop off rapid ly in th e vicinity o f the warm 
pipes. This meant that the pipes need ed to be closely 
spaced and the pipe diameter IH:'C'ded to be sizab le rela-
ti ve to the spacing. FurthcrmorC', it would be des ir;1ble 
that th e cond enser water flow bC' nC'arl y iso th erm al, so 
th e temperature potential for h ea ting would be hig h 
along the en tire leng th o f th e field . One way of achiev-
in g thi s would be wi th relatively short pipes. Also, th e 
pipes would need to be buried sufficiently deep to a llow 
for proper root formation and cultivati o n. 
It was cl ea r, then, that the des ign con straints for 
agriculture and for power plant coo ling were so mew ha t 
at odds, a nd tha t to design for both might not be possi-
ble wi thout undue compro mise. A maj or thrust of the 
study was to in ves ti gate if such des ign s were possible 
and, if so, under what conditions. 
The soil warming system a n a lyzed is illustra ted in 
Figure 2. T he sys tem consisted o f a series of equally 
spaced para lle l pipes buried a t a uniform depth in a 
level fi eld. To mainta in more uniform soil tempera -
ture, warm water flow ed in opposite direct ions through 
adjacent pipes. The purpose of th e ana lys is was to 
model th e h ea t transfer in th e so il around the pipes and 
to evaluate the h ea t dissipation rate, under the assump-
tio n s of pure h ea t conduction a nd cons ta nt phys ica l 
properties of the soil medium. 
A steady-state hea t conduction model was developed, 
assuming constant th erma l conductivity and insig nifi-
ca nt hea t tra nsfer in th e soil para lle l to the pipes, by 
explo iting the linearity o f th e two-dimensiona l Lap-
la ce Eq uat ion governing the h eat tra nsfer. Kendrick 
and Havens (31) solved this m odel by using the method 
FIG. 2.-Layout of a soil warming system. 
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of images, \\·hi ch had been described by J ako b ('27 ). 
H<rnTV<T, for the first time this problem was analned in 
terms of non-dim C'ns ion a l eq uation s ( ·17 ), a form \\' h ich 
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FIG . 3.-Soil warming model. 
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Ltcil i ta ted drawing SO!ll l' gl'nt'ra I con cl u s ions about th e 
operation of tht' systt'lll . 
.\ portion of thc soi l w;mning systcm considcrcd is 
sh o\,·n in Figure 3 . \\'atcr entned at ;1 tcmperaturc of T1, 
coming into adjacent pipcs at oppos ite ends of the fi eld . 
Since the soil surface tl'mpera ture Ts was less than T1 
whcn the systt'm was in use, thc watn cooled as it 
llowcd through the pipcs. The tempera turc at an y point 
in th e so il , T (x,y ,z), dcpcnded o n thc local water H·111-
pna tures T w1 (z) a nd T w2 (z) , as well as on thc so il 
surface tempcraturc. Thc ratc o f h ea t transfer was 
dctcrmincd by the local tcm perature potcntials (Tw1 (z) 
- Ts) and (T w2 (z) -Ts) and thc thermal resistance o f the 
so il. T his hcat fl ow , in turn , played a role in determin-
ing the wa ter tcmpera turcs. Ot h er parameters invo lvcd 
in th e h cat transfer problem wnc thc m ass flo w rate in 
the pipes, m' and the layo ut para m etcrs: d epth d , spac-
ing s , pipe radius R, a nd the length of each pipe L. 
Kcndrick and Havens (31) presented an equation for 
th e soil tempnature in th e vicinity of 2 N + I (N is an 
cvrn number) pipes. The dimcnsionkss form of th;1t 
cq uation is: 
4> = 
N/2 
+ I: In 
n= 1 
N/2 
+ I: In 
n=1 
N/2 
+ L In 
n=1 
where: 
T1 
x2 + (1-y)2 
x2 + (1+y)2 
(1 - y)2 + (2ns- x)2 
(1+y)2 + (2ns-x)2 
(1-YI' + (2nS+XI' ] 
(1+y)2 + (2ns+x)2 
[
N/2 
L In 
n= 1 
(1-y)2 + ( (2n-1 )s - x)2 
(1+y)2 + ( (2n-1 )s - x)2 
(1-y)2 + ( (2n - 1 )s + x)2 J 
(1+y)2 + ( (2n-1 )s + x)2 
dimensionless 
soil temperature 
(1) 
T w1-Ts 
TI-TS dimensionless 
water temperatures 
-- x - y - z 
x - d ·y= d ·z= d dimensionless position coordinates 
4 
r= R/d 
s= s/d 
and: 
dimensionless 
pipe size 
parameter (i'< 1) 
dimensionless 
pipe spacing 
parameter (s > 2i') 
N/2 
'°"" [ (2-r/ + (2ns)2 J A (s,i') =In (2 / r - 1) + L In _ _ 2 
n=1 r + (2ns) 
(2) 
N/2 
B (s, f) = L In 
n= 1 
(3) 
From Equation I it can be seen tha t <t> is a function o f 
pos ition, loca l water temperatures T, and T2, a nd th e 
layout parameters sand r. Sy lllbolica ll y, 
(4) 
The dimensionless equation describing water tem-
perature which followcd from Kendrick and Have ns' 
d evelopment is: 
T1 cosh (TJ z) + 
[
B-Acosh (TJ) -)A2 - B2 Sinh (TJ)J 
A2 -B 2 cosh (TJ) + Asinh (TJ) 
sinh (TJZ) (5) 
where: 
TJ = 2rri\ uriicP VA2-s2 
with i\ being the thermal conductivity of the so il 
m edium and Cp the specific h ea t of water. A physica l 
interpretation of the dimen sio nless parameter T] is g iv 
en a fter Figure 5 is presented. T h e radica l VA2 - 9 2 , 
a ppearing in Equation 5 and the definition of 1] , is a 
function of sand r as defined in terms of Equations 2 
a nd 3. This dependen ce is shown graphicall y in Figure 
4. 
Eq u a tio n 5 sh ows that T1 depends upon the ax ia l 
position z and the layout parameters s, r, and 17 . 
Sym bolically, 
T, (z: s, r, TJ) (6) 
On ly one equation is n eeded because th e symmetry of 
the system requires th a t T1(z) = T2 (1 -z) for pipes with 
loca l wa ter tempera tures T w1 (z) and T w2 (z) . Therefore, 
u sing Equations 1 and 5, a long with the symmetry 
re la tionship, the system tempera tures are complete ly 
described. 
Equations I and 5 indica te tha t the soil temperatures 
depend not only upon the system layout parameters s, r, 
and TJ, but also upon position within the system: x, y, z. 
Ho\\"ever, a convenient set of graphs \\"as developed in 
order to eliminate this position dependence. The first 
st<'p in this direction was th<' id<'ntification of certain 
critical locations within the syst<'lll. 
The valu<' of T, at z = 1 is a measure of the amount of 
water t<'mpcratun' drop through th<' syst<'lll, wh<'re 
T, (1) = 0 indicates maximum cooling and T, (1) = 1 
corresponds to the cas<' of no cooling. When Equation 5 
wasevaluatedatz = 1, theresulting cx pression for water 
temperature drop through the syst<'m d<'pended only 
upon th<' layout parameters s, r, and TJ, 
T1 (s, r, TJ) (7) 
This relationship is presented graphically in Figure 5. 
A physical interpretation of the parameter TJ can be 
obtained by studying lines of fixed sand r on Figure 5. 
For small TJ, corresponding to low thermal conductiv-
ity, short pipes , and / or a high mass flow rat<', there is 
nearly isothermal flow in the pipes - i.f'., T, (1) = 1. On 
the other hand, wh en TJ is large, corresponding to 
higher thermal conductivity , long runs of pipe, and / or 
a low mass flow rate, there is increased cooling of the 
water. Thus, TJ can be interpreted as a gauge of the 
system 's ability to cool the water. 
For typical field crops, the roots ca n extend as much 
as 3 meters into the ground (Fig. Ii), and the temperature 
at which the roots are maintained can influence agri-
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cultural yield (Fig. 1). Unfortunateh·, an <'ss<'ntially 
uniform , d<'vated temp<'ratur<' throughout th<' root 
zon<' cannot be achieved with buri ed pipes. This is 
shown in Figure 7 which giv<'S <'xperim<'ntal data for 
th<' variation of soil t<'mperature \\"ith depth in a plot 
h<'a t<'d with isothermal ca bks ( 46 ). Figur<' 7 sho\\'S that. 
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dl'p<'nding upon \\'hl'll' th<' pipes are locatl'd in thl' 
soil-root system, thl' roots can l'xpcrienn· t('lllpl'ratu1Ts 
ann\·herc from Ts at thl' soil surface to T, at the pipl's. 
For thl' purpOSl' or this discussion, it was desi rable to 
ha\T a sinp;le measurl' for thl' ternperaturl' of thl' roots . 
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Th('n, using data such as that presl'nted in Figur(' I as a 
guide. this measllff collld lH' in\'l>kl'd to givl' some as-
surancl' that thl' t<'lllpcratlllTS thruu,f.!;huut the root 
region would b(' in a l)('ndicial range. Thl' nl'arly lin('ar 
naturl' or thl' t<•mpcr;1t l1re prnlile in Figurl' 7 sugg('Stl'd 
that the \·altH'S of¢ at y = 0.!i , i.f' .. half the distance fro Ill 
the soil surface to th(' pipl's, would gin· a satisfactory 
me;1sure of tht' average soil tl'mpnatun'. This was arb i-
trarily called thl' root ZOii(' temperature. 
Thnl' was a p('riodic fluctuation of root zone !('Ill pl'l'-
ature \\'ith x, dlle to the prl'senn· of \\'arm pipl's al 
regular interv;ds. It \\'as reasonable. howl'vn. to dimi-
na te th e x depl'ndl'nn· by a\ cragi ng across thl' field. Thl' 
average root zom· H·lllpnaturl', thl'n, depl'nded only on 
Z, when the layout parametl'l'S S, r, and Y) wcre fixl'd . 
Figure 8 is a sn of curvl's depicting the variation of thl' 
average root zone tl'mperaturl' with z for thl' paramet-
ric valul's indicated, and it shows that the values arl' 
lowest at midfield. Therefore, for thl' purposl' of thl' 
subsequl'nt discussion, z = O.!i \\·as chosen as thl' critica l 
loca tion for soil tl'mpnature. 
The avl'ragl' midfield root ZOii(' tl'rnperat url' , dl'notl'd 
as <<P>c. had no position depl'ndencl' and was on ly a 
function of s, r. and 17. This dependence is prl'sented 
graphica ll y in Figures 9, l 0, and 11 for various va lul's of 
the parameters. Thl' va lidity of these graphs is subject to 
thl' assumptions of the constant property model, but 
they can stil l be studied to determine the ranges of the 
paramnric values which wl'rl' shown to bl' most desir-
able for meeting agricultural and powl'r plant cooling 
needs. 
First, Figures 9, JO, and 11 show that thl' highest 
average root zom· tempnatures (th e agricultura l objec-
tive) were obtained for designs in which s. 1/ r, and TJ 
were small; these were achieved, for example, when 
there was close spacing, large pipes, and a short field 
(and/ or large flow rate). Close spacing was also shown 
to be desirable for temperature uniformity. 
Second, turning to the power plant objectiv(', the 
a mount of wat('r cooling by the system was important. 
Figur(' 5 shows that large values of T] effected the most 
cooling for any given sand r . Also , higher values of s 
and 1/r lead to gr('ater temperature drops, so that widely 
spaced, small pipes were the most favorable for maxi-
mum cooling. Physical ly, this was a consequence of the 
fact that, for such a configuration, the temperature 
gradients away from the pipes were the st('epest. Thus, 
different parametric ranges were suggested in order to 
meet the indicated obj ectives, and it was clear that to 
design for both requirements wou ld involvl' some 
compromises. 
The constant property heat conduction model pre-
dicted temperature profiles which were in satisfactory 
agreement with actual data (Fig . 12). This was not 
unexpected, since the experiments in which the data 
were obtained included subsurface irrigation near the 
pipes in order to maintain fairly uniform moisture 
throughout the soil. Under these conditions, the heat 
transfer was primarily due to heat conduction, and the 
thermal conductivity was nearly uniform as well. 
Under non-uniform moisture conditions, such as can 
occur when no moisture is introduced near the warm 
pipes, it might be anticipated that the temperatun' pro-
files would differ significantly from those calculated via 
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the constant property model. However, data from Cet· 
(24) for steady state, simultaneous heat and mass 
transfer in one-dimensional soil samples indicated that 
the temperature distribution was not strongly depen-
dent upon moisture content in the particular unsatu-
rated soil used. It appeared , then, that the constant 
property model was reasonably accurate for calculating 
the temperature variations in the neighborhood of a 
buried pipe soil warming system. 
A particularly useful aspect of the model was that it 
could be employed to determine accurate upper and 
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lower limits on the rate of h eat dissipation from a given 
system, or conversely, the size of a system to achieve a 
given rate of heat dissipation. To obtain these bounds it 
was necessary to consider the limiting situations of very 
dry soil, wherein the dominant form of heat transfer is 
conduction and heat transfer is significantly reduced, 
and of fully saturated soil, wherein (under the moderate 
temperature differences encountered in soil warming 
applications - up to about 15° C) h eat conduction also 
dominates and heat transfer is high . Specific values 
depended, of course, on numerica l values for soil prop-
erti es, and since these were evaluated in connection 
with a more complex, variable property model , the 
results of both models are presented in the following 
section. 
A Variable Property Heat 
and Mass Transport Model 
The chief limitation of the previous model was that it 
required that moisture-related soil p arameters be fixed. 
Except for the limiting conditions of either high or low 
moisture, this was an inadequate approach since expe-
ri ence indicated that when a moderate temperature dif-
ference (e.g., up to 15° C) is impressed across a moist 
porous material , the m o isture in the pores migrates 
from regions of high temperature to regions of lower 
temperature. Simultaneously, the presence of moisture 
gradients tends to ca use redistri bu ti on of mo is tu re from 
regions of high moisture to regions of lower moisture 
content (8, 34, 44) These two effects are superimposed 
3 
2 
-2 
0 .1 .2 .3 4 
Moisture Content - 9 
FIG . 13.-Theoretical transport coefficients 
for Palouse silt loam . 
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according to the magnitudes of the gradients of temper-
ature and moisture con tent. The net effect is a slow 
migration which, along with h ea t conduction, tends to 
redistribute energy and mass in the porous medium. 
In order to deal with these considerations, differentia l 
equations for conservation of mass and energy can be 
written for every point in a porous medium. However, 
due to the inhomogeneity of th e medium, integration of 
the equations would req uire knowledge of the exact 
pore geometry. To avoid the complexity of such an 
approach , volume-averaged properties were associated 
with each point in th e porous m edium, and then differ-
ential equations for conservat ion of mass and energy 
were cas t in terms of volume-averaged properties. T h e 
details of this procedure were g iven in Shapiro (47). The 
res ultant, nonlinear simultaneous differentia l equa-
tions did not include a g ravity effect (due to its relative 
unimportance in the silt loa m soil being studied) and 
were: 
1. Moisture Equation 
~t (PL+Pv)=PL V{(Drv+Dn)Y'T+(Dev+DeL)V'B] (8) 
2. Energy Equation 
~t [(pu)L + (pu)v + (pu)s] 
-V· [ci\ett + PL(Drvhv+DnhL)] ·VT 
+ PL (Devhv + (DeLhLl . v 8 J (9) 
where: 
p 
i\ elf 
u 
h 
L, S, V 
mass density, kg I m3 
effective thermal conductivity, w I mK 
specific internal energy, J / kg 
specific enthalpy, J / kg 
subscripts for liqu id, solid, and vapor 
phases, respectively 
temperature and moisture dependent 
transport coefficients, respectively. 
The eva luation o f th ese transport coefficients was 
underta ken on both a th eoret ica l and an empirica l 
bas is . The theoret ica l method was due to Philip and de 
Vries (4 1). It was based upon a theoretical explanation 
of the mechanism o f h ea t and mass transport in the 
pores, and the results of these calcu lations are shown in 
Figure 13. Although the method was regarded to be 
valid qualitative ly, several inves tigators (4, 21, 24, 29) 
had pointed out that the predicted coeffici ents , when 
used in the constitutive rela tionships (Equations 8 and 
9), did not give values of the liquid and vapor fluxes 
within experimenta l accuracy. 
In addition , temperature and moisture profi les could 
not be accurately predicted using Philip and de Vri es' 
coeffic ients. For examp le, Gee •(24) presented experi-
mental, one-dimensional temperature and moisture 
profiles in a Palouse silt loam soil. Using th e coeffi-
cients calculated from the theory, and other data to be 
presented shortly, Equations 8 and 9 were cas t in finite 
difference form and solved on a digital computer [see 
Shapiro (47) for details]. The result of the numerica l 
integration for one set of boundary conditions is g iven 
in Figure 14. Inspection of Figure 14 indicated that 
while there was qualitative agreement, the curves 
deviated significantly from the exper imen tal data, par-
ticularly in the drier end of the sample. In order to 
overcome this difficulty, an empirical approach of fit-
ting the basic theoretica l forms to the experimenta l data 
was adopted. 
Figure 15 shows the experimenta l values o f D8 , 
obtained by Gee (24) in an isothermal evapora tion ex-
periment using the technique of Gardner and Miklich 
(23 ), and the theoretica l curves of Dev and De1 (Fig. 13 ). It 
can be seen that the sum, De. of the th eoretical curves for 
Dev and De1 exhibits a minimum at 8 = 0.1, and that for 
small 8, De= Dev, while for large 8, De= De1. Jury's (29) 
data for Dev and De 1 for a Plainfield sand exhibited 
similar characteris tics . In add ition, Philip a nd de Vries' 
(4 1) calcu lated values for Yolo light clay showed like 
trends. With these considerations in mind, the solid 
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curves on Figure 15 were accepted as valid approxima-
tions of Dev and De1 for the present soil. Us ing these 
values for De , along with values for dT/ dx and de / dx 
determined graphically from experimental tempera-
ture and moisture profiles, Drv and Dr1 were then de-
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termined via the steady state version of Equation 8. 
Figure 16 shows these values along with the previous-
ly determined theoretical curves (Fig. 13). 
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taken from Boersma et al. (4) (Gee did not give values 
for ~elf), is shown in Figure 17. The solid line is an 
approximate fit to the data. For comparison, the dashed 
curve is the theoretical variation of thermal conductiv-
ity according to the method of de Vries ( 12), as reported 
in Boersma et al. (4). It can be seen that there is good 
agreement. 
The enthalpies of the liquid and vapor were evalu-
ated using the thermodynamic relationships: 
where (Cp)1 and (Cp)v are the specific heats for the liquid 
and vapor, To is a reference temperature for enthalpy, 
and ht g o is the enthalpy of vaporization at the reference 
temperature . 
In order to determine the validity of the empir ical 
values for the transport coefficients, the finite difference 
forms of Equations 8 and 9 were again solved on the 
computer with these new input values. Figure 18 shows 
the results of these calculations in comparison with 
Gee's experimental results and can be compared with 
the previous theoretical resu lts shown in Figure 14. It 
can be seen that there was a considerable improvement 
in the agreement obtained from using the empirically 
obtained coefficients. Computer solutions for other 
moisture and temperature conditions which were 
studied experimentally by Gee were also obtained, and 
the agreement was good for these cases as well. 
Finally, the now complete, finite differences compu-
ter formulation ((47), Appendix A] of the transport 
problem was solved for various conditions using an 
IBM-370/ 165 digital computer. The temperature solu-
tion for dry soil (fJ = 0.04 at the boundaries) was com-
pared with the limiting solution of the constant prop-
erty model. These results were in agreement to within 
± 0.53, and this suggested that the formulation of the 
variable property transport problem was valid and that 
its computational routines were correct. Thus, for the 
conditions applicable to the transport coefficients used 
(silt loam soil with moisture content between 0.04 and 
0.26), the results of the calculations were expected to 
provide useful information on the interactions between 
soil heat and moisture transport. 
Temperature profiles obtained with the variable 
property model were considered first. The temperature 
predictions of the variable property analysis for the case 
in which the moisture content was allowed to vary due 
to the imposed temperature gradient from the surface, 
8s = 0.15, to the lower boundary' ob= 0.20, were com-
pared with the corresponding predictions of the con-
stant property solution (Fig. 19). The equilibrium 
moisture content at the pipe nodes was calculated to be 
fJ = 0.08 under the condition that no moisture was 
introduced at the pipe. Comparison of the temperatures 
at the node points for the variable and constant prop-
erty cases showed that the solutions differ by at most 
33 throughout the region. This indicated that tempera-
ture profiles are not strongly dependent upon the 
moisture distribution, a conclusion in agreement with 
one stated earlier based upon Gee's one-dimensional 
data. This observation was a significant result of Sha-
piro's study (47). 
Due to the observed insensitivity of the temperature 
profiles to varying moisture conditions, the constant 
property model was considered to be adequate for eva l-
uation of the heating effect of a soil warming system. 
Thus, the qualitative conclusions based upon the con-
stant property model were regarded to be valid under 
variable property conditions as well, and no furth er 
discussion of the temperature profiles was necessary at 
this point. Attention was then focused upon the mois-
ture profiles in the soil. 
Moisture profiles were obtained from the variable 
property model only for the case of isothermal flow in 
the pipes . This case imposed the greatest temperature 
difference on the soil around each pipe and therefore 
had the greatest potential for drying out this soil. For a 
given system (sand r specified) and for a given tempera-
ture potential, the equilibrium moisture distribution 
depends on the moisture at th e lower boundary, fh, 
and the steady-state moisture content at the soil surface, 
8 8 . A reasonable value for Bs, 0.15, was determined from 
available data (4, 46). The lower boundary was set at 
Yb= 2, where available data (4) indicated nearly uniform 
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moisture content in soi l warming applications, and 
fh was set at various levels to simulate different condi -
tions in different runs. The results of two of these runs 
are shown in Figures 20 and 21. 
The moisture distributions shown in these figures 
indicated that no single value of moisture content char-
acterized the moisture level throughout the entire soil 
region under consideration. However, for soil warming 
applications it was reasonable to focus attention on the 
soil between the pipes and the surface, since that region 
is likely to encompass the bu lk of the root zone. Two 
parameters were used to characterize the moisture level 
in that region. One was the equilibrium moisture con-
tent at the pipe nodes, 8w, and the second was the 
average moisture content in the root zone, <B>c. The 
values of these parameters, at least in a gross way, are 
indicative of the moisture available for plant growth . 
The effects of systematically varying the parameters 
8b, $,and T1 - Ts upon the calculated values of 8w and 
<B>c were investigated. Representative computed 
results are given in Table 1. Some qualitative conclu-
sions were drawn from th ese results regarding the 
effects of parametric variations upon soil drying, which 
were in accord with expectations from physical rea-
soning. 
The results in Table 1 show that for 8b of 0.15 and 
0.20, the soil nearest the pipe is very dry (8w < 0.1 ). 
Furthermore, as can be seen in Figure 20, there was 
considerable drying over a large part of the root region . 
However, Table 1 and Figure 21 indicate that a rela-
tively small additional increase in 8b to 0.25 virtually 
eliminated the dry region . This increase in 8b shifted 
the moisture level in the entire region to the range 
where liquid effects rather than vapor effects dominate 
moisture movement (Figs. 15 and 16). Therefore, the 
change in character of the solution was attributed 
directly to different transport coefficients becoming 
dominant. 
Another direct, and not unexpected, effect was that 
soil drying decreased when T 1 - T 5 was reduced. Since 
the water will cool as it flows through the pipes, this 
meant that there can be variation in drying throughout 
the field due to the change in temperature potential. It 
can also be seen from Table 1 that ass was varied from 
0.5 to 2.0, the moisture at the pipes, 8w , and the average 
moisture content in the root zone, <B>c. changed only 
slightly. Furthermore, the values did not increase ass 
increased, but changed somewhat erratica lly because 
the calculational grid had to be changed for different 
values of s, and the effective dimensionless pipe radius r 
could not be held constant. The significance of these 
results was that large changes in s coupled with small 
variations in r did not significantly affect the values of 
8w and <B>c. Therefore, the dimensionless pipe spac-
ing s is not a critical para meter for determining the 
extent of soil drying. 
A realistic lower limit for soi l moisture content for 
agricultural purposes is the so-ca lled permanent wilt-
ing point, at which the moisture requirements of the 
plants exceed the amount of moisture available in the 
soil. If the moisture level of the soil, as characterized by 
the average root zone moisture content <B>c, is above 
this limiting value, then there is some assurance that 
crop growth can be sustained without recourse to sub-
surface irrigation in the neighborhood of th e warm 
pipes. Data for silt loam soils show that the permanent 
wilting point is approximately 0.1 (33, 52). Based on 
this value, Table 1 indicates that for T1 -Ts= 15° C, the 
minimum acceptable value of 8b for agricultural pur-
poses is about 0.15. This value should not be interpreted 
as a universal requirement for soil warming applica-
tions, but it did represent an estimate of the acceptable 
parametric range for the soil under consideration. 
Once the specific p arameters of the variable property 
model had been determined and the solutions to mois-
ture and temperature profiles had been obtained, it 
became possible to return in a more specific way to the 
basic problem of the ability of a soil warming system to 
m eet either or both of the agricultura l and power plant 
objectives. For illustrative purposes, a system aimed at 
meeting the agricultural objectives was first considered. 
It was assumed that the pipes were 1.0 m deep and had 
r = 0.04, that warm water entered the system at T1=3 l.5° C, 
and that the minimum soil surface temperature Ts was 
TABLE 1.-Parametric Study of the Moisture Content Variation. 
Parametric Values Calculated Values 
Moisture Temperature Equilibrium Average 
at Lower Potential Moisture Moisture 
Spacing Boundary (oC) Content Content 
s Bb Ti- Ts Bw <B>c 
0.5 0.20 15 0.0614 0.1314 
1.0 0.20 15 0.0771 0.1436 
2.0 0.20 15 0.0555 0.1127 
1.0 0.15 15 0.0487 0.0998 
1.0 0.20 15 0.0771 0.1436 
1.0 0.25 15 0.1566 0.1760 
1.0 0.20 15 0.0771 0.1436 
1.0 0.20 5 0.1241 0.1379 
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expected to be 16.5° C. If the average, midfield root-zone 
temperature was to be no less than 21 ° C, then there 
would be some assurance that the soil temperatures 
throughout the root-zone would, for a crop such as 
corn, be in the benefi cial range. This implied that 
<<l>>c 2: 0.3. Figure 22 shows va lues of <<l>>c based on 
Equa tion I for several values of s. It can be seen tha t 
there was a m aximum value of s a bove which the criter-
ion <<l>>c 2 0. 3 cannot be m et. T h en , for any s less than 
this maximum, there was a TJu (s) which represented an 
upper bound on the operating conditions of the system. 
In particular, the ra tio of pipe length to flow rate in 
each pipe was limited by: 
L < 1 
m i\ ["" c, ~] constant i\ (10) 
If, for examp le, s was chosen to be 1.0, then A2 - 8 2 = 
4.50 and T]u = 0.9 so tha t: 
~ < 0.644 cm 
m - i\ g/sec 
Taking i\ = 3.0 meal/ cm sec °C for wet silt loam soil 
as a conservative choice, the result was: 
~ < 215 cm 
m g/sec 
where the va lue of the constant depended upon s, i', and ry. 
Any combination of pipe length L and flow rate m 
which satisfies Equa tion 10 would meet the tempera-
ture specificat ion of <<l>>c 2: 0. 3. For a g iven flow rate, 
the maximum a llowable pipe length could be ca lcu-
lated . If the actual thermal conductivity was lower than 
th e value for sa tu ra ted soi l, th e m aximum length would 
increase, since then the water would not tend to coo l as 
read ily . In addition, a smaller va lue of s (i .e., closer pipe 
spacing) would result in a high er value of TJu , a lso 
increasing the limits o f pipe length. It is important to 
emphas ize that o perating with any leng th less than the 
maximum allowable would m eet the tempera ture speci-
fication that <<l>>c 2: 0.3. T his indicated that there 
would be considerable fl exibility in the final selection 
of design parameters when only soil tem perature con-
strai nts had to be m et. 
From this example a nd the previous general dis-
cussion of so il moisture, it was concluded tha t it is 
possible to design a soil warming system which will 
significantly raise the soil tempera ture without drying 
it to su ch an extent tha t additi ona l moisture may be 
needed n ear the buried pipes. It was also noted that 
the ability to h ea t the soil rests mainly upon the choice 
of appropria te values for the layo ut parameters, where-
as the availability of adequate moisture in the root zone 
res ts primarily with the moisture content at the l'ower 
boundary. The latter depends mainly upon the con-
ditions at the site chosen and the magnitude of the 
temperature potential , rather than the layout param-
eters. 
T h e feasibility of satisfying both the agricultural and 
power plant requirements with a single system was 
then considered. This example had the same soil 
13 
temperature requirement , <<l>>c 2: 0. 3, as in the pre-
vious one, but it a lso had the significant additiona l 
constraint that th e system must cool the condenser 
water by at leas t 5° C. T his la tter constraint transla ted to 
th e conditi on tha t: 
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Figure 23 shows the relationship between T, (1) and TJ 
for various values of s. Thus, in addition to the upper 
bound imposed on TJ, TJu (s), from Figure 22, there was 
now a lower bound, TJi (s), from Figure 23. In particular, 
for s = 1, Tiu= 0.9 and T) 1= 0.7 so that the possible range 
for acceptable values of TJ was severely restricted. It was 
also noted that for some values of s which satisfy the soil 
temperature criterion (i.e., s = 2), the TJ restriction values 
conflicted and could not be met simultaneous ly. Tak-
ings = 1, r = 1/ 25, and i\ = 0.5 meal/cm sec °C (dry 
si lt loam) yielded: 
1000 < ~ < 1287 cm g/sec 
If the flow ve locity in the pipes was only l l cm/ sec 
(Reynolds ' number of approximately 10,000), then m = 
552 g / sec and 
5.52 km < L < 7.11 km, 
and even if wet soil were considered, this length would 
have been roughly 1 km. 
From this second exa mple it was concluded that, 
when both agr icultural and power p lant objectives 
must be met by a single system, there is little flexibility 
FIG. 24.-Laboratory soil heating system 
(front cover and insulation removed). 
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in selecting values for the system parameters. Neverthe-
less, it is technically feasible to meet both objectives 
with some designs , but the practica lity of the systems is 
ques tionable. Specificall y, it was found that even 
though al l of th e constraints can be met , the required 
length of each pipe is likely to be excessive. Because of 
this conclusion, a ll of the succeeding work has been 
directed at considering the agricultura l obj ectives of 
soil heating. 
The major significance of the variable property 
model was that it could compute soi l moisture and 
predict soil drying. Specificall y, it cou ld calculate the 
equilibrium moisture content at the heating pipes and 
determ ine the moisture migration effect in the sur-
rounding soil. This model appeared to be the first 
attempt to address ana lytically the question of how 
extensive the dry region would be and to identify the 
important controlling parameters . Its generality was 
limited. However, the model es tablished a bas is for 
continued research in this area . One significant limita-
tion was the lack of experimental verification of its 
predictions. Another limitation was the use of transport 
coefficients for a specific soil and valid only in a partic-
ular moisture ra nge. Because of this, the predictions 
cou ld not be compared quantitatively with published 
data for so il warming systems using different soi ls . In 
addition, the computer ana lysis did not represent an 
exhaustive numeri ca l treatment , even for the particular 
soil considered. The inherent complexity of the numer-
ical solution required a considerab le amount of storage 
and execution time and limited the number of cases 
which could be run. 
The conclusions drawn from the initial variable 
property model regarding moisture migration could at 
best be considered qualitative observations which were 
only quantitatively valid for the case under considera-
tion. It is important, however, to stress that the ap-
proach developed by Shapiro (47) was valid and appli-
cable to other soils and soil warming ana lyses. 
Verification of Predictions 
for Silt Loam Soil 
Johnson (28) studied temperature variation and 
moisture distribution in silt loam soil in a controlled 
laboratory system. Figure 24 shows this system with the 
front cover and insulation removed. The soil sample 
itself was 0.20 m thick, 0.57 m wide, and 1.52 m deep. 
The h ea ting sources were electrically heated copper 
tubes 2.5 cm in diameter placed 0.54 m apart (symmetri-
cally across the width of the system), 0.54 m deep, and 
extending through the full thickness of the soil. Ther-
mocouple temperature probes could be inserted into the 
soil at 96 locations throughout the face of the system. By 
varying depth of insertion, it was determined that the 
sidewall insulation did indeed reduce the longitudinal 
temperature variation in the soil to less than l 3 of the 
imposed temperature difference created by the heat 
pipes. Thus, it appeared that the laboratory unit validly 
represented a section of a large scale, practical system 
heated with uniform temperature pipes. 
Nine experimental runs were made with this labora-
tory unit. These runs lasted at least 6 days and both of 
the approaches to temperature and moisture equilib-
rium were studied. In the first two runs, the overall 
moisture was kept at a relatively modest level, B = 0.21, 
and an effective pipe separation to depth ratio of 
s = 1 was achieved by heating both pipes. Figures 25 
and 26 show the measured steady-state temperatures for 
these two runs. In the second, higher temperature run, 
the heat flux away from the heat pipes was sufficient to 
form a cylindrical , dry core region approximately 9 cm 
in diameter around each pipe. This produced very con-
siderable reduction of the soil thermal conductivity in 
the dry region, and hence very steep temperature gra-
dients around the pipes . Further details on these and the 
other runs were presented in Johnson (28). 
Soil moisture content was determined gravimetri-
cally using oven-dried samples. However, considerable 
effort was directed toward in situ determination of 
moisture content in the undisturbed soil. The dry cores 
were observed visually when the insulating cover of the 
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FIG. 25.-Experimental steady-state temper-
atures (°C), Test No. 1. 
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system was removed. However, while the distinction 
between dry and moist soil was quite clear visually, this 
technique provided no information of a more continu-
ous, quantitative nature on gradual changes. To over-
come this limitation , an adaptation of gamma ray 
absorption spectroscopy was utilized with partial suc-
cess. 
The absorption of gamma rays is sensitive only to 
density when transmitted through a homogenous me-
dium. The degree to which a beam of monoenergetic 
gamma rays is attenuated while passing through a soil 
sample depends upon the overall density of the sample. 
Thus, if the spatial distribution of the dry soil material 
was uniform throughout the sample, changes in the 
attenuation would have represented changes in water 
content, and a single gamma ray source would have 
sufficed for evaluation of the moisture content. Unfor-
tunately, soil density variations from point to point 
were pronounced. Consequently, the single source 
method would have been inadequate and two gamma 
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FIG. 26.-Experimental steady-state temper-
atures (°C), Test No. 2. 
ray sources were needed to measure soil density and soil 
moisture simultaneously. This m easurement problem 
was discussed in detail by Johnson (28). 
At the outset of Johnson's study, a major objective 
was to measure soil moisture content via the dual 
gamma ray technique just described. However, after 
considerable effort it was found that the method was not 
feasible. The study explained why the method could 
not be applied to the laboratory model. In addition, an 
alternate scheme was devised for measuring changes in 
soil moisture at a fixed point in the soil warming unit 
using gamma rays from a single source. This allowed at 
least some in situ information on soil moisture behav-
ior to be obtained. First, it was determined that even 
when overall soil moisture was high and no dry core 
was formed around the heating pipes, there was a small 
amount of moisture migration away from the heat 
source (t::,,B = - 4.4% of B near the pipe) and no signifi-
cant change elsewhere. Second, when a dry core formed 
around a heat pipe, there was a slight increase in the 
moisture content in the region outside the core. Thus, 
when dry cores formed there were two distinct moisture 
regimes: a dry core surrounded by relatively unchanged 
wet soil. 
The principal objective of this study was accom-
plished by evaluating experimentally two conclusions 
drawn from theoretical considerations by Shapiro (47). 
First, Shapiro concluded that soil temperature distribu-
tion was not strongly dependent upon soil moisture 
content for a silt loam soil, and that therefore a constant 
property model would be reasonably accurate for calcu-
lating temperature variations in the neighborhood of a 
buried pipe soil warming system. Experimentally, it 
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was found that if there were no substantial dry core 
formations around the heat sources (i.e., when pipe 
temperatures were relatively moderate, - 30° C, and/ or 
the overall soil moisture content was high, B = 0.32 
cm 3/cm 3 ), then the temperatures predicted by the con -
stant property model agreed well with th e experimental 
steady-state temperatures. Thus, if no dry cores formed, 
temperature distributions appeared not to be strongly 
dependent upon soil moisture content. These findings 
supported Shapiro's concl usions . However, for the case 
of high pipe temperatures (- 40° C) in a soil medium 
of moderate soil moisture content (B = 0.21 cm 3/cm 3 ), 
dry cores formed, and the constant property model was 
inadequate for calculating system temperatures. Since 
these high pipe temperature cases were not considered 
among the numerical solutions to the variable property 
model reported by Shapiro, it was recommended that 
the variable property model be applied for the maxi-
mum pipe temperatures considered in this investiga-
tion with the objective of evaluating the correspon-
dence of these experimental findings with those pre-
dicted by theoretical considerations when dry cores 
form. 
Second, Shapiro concluded that soil warming can be 
feasible without introducing moisture near the pipes to 
prevent drying. The experimental results of this study 
supported this contention, too. Specifically, even when 
dry cores formed, the system temperatures throughout 
the bulk of the soil in the laboratory model were ele-
vated enough to be beneficial to plant growth. Also, it 
was felt that the small moisture changes measured dur-
ing the experiments would have a minimal adverse 
effect on the water available in the plant root zone. 
time, days 
FIG. 27.-Soil surface temperature variations. 
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Coupling Soil Heating 
with Greenhouse Operation 
Once soil heating for agricultural purposes had been 
judged to be feasibl e, it becam e important to establish a 
fram ework in which the practicality of some area of 
agricultural a pplica tion cou ld be co nsidered. The high 
productivity and energy intensiveness of greenhouse 
operations made this a logical area to consider, and 
such a study was undertaken by Parker (38) and Parker 
et al. (39). This study required both the development of 
a soil h ea t a nd mass transfer model capa ble of handling 
transient behavior and the coupling o f it to a green-
house hea t balance m odel also capable of handling 
transient responses. 
The conditions which Parker (38) imposed on the 
soil hea t model were rather different from those which 
Shapiro (47) had used . In p a rticula r , h e included the 
effects o f temperature-induced vapor flow and soil-
water-potential-induced liquid flow . To this end, in-
formation from Wescott and Wierenga (54), Gurr et al. 
(25) , Bruce (6), Kersten (32), de Vries (13), and Rollins 
et al. (44) was used to produce a new set o f equations and 
parameters which were capable of predicting transient 
temperature and moisture profiles. An improved, finite 
differences scheme was used to implem ent this model in 
CSMP/ 360 on an IBM 375/ 165 computer. The im-
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provements included both a fin er mesh grid with more 
nodes and the development of a parabolic approxima-
tion scheme for rectangular grids. The details of 
Parker's (38) work, however, are not included h ere since 
they do not bear directl y on the general development of 
the soil heating research . 
Parker coupled his model to a plastic bubble model of 
a greenhouse whi ch Soribe (50) and Soribe and Curry 
(51) h ad developed. This was a one-dimensiona l model 
for vertical h ea t transfer, and the coupling assumed 
tha t the pipes were 0.4 m deep a nd 1 m apart. T he bas ic 
h eat balance equation from the bubble model for the 
top layer of soil was retained and applied to a surface 
layer 1 cm thick. In this way, the soil surface tempera-
ture was allowed to vary continuously as a dependent 
variable of both the g reenhouse and soil models. 
T hree different situations were simulated: Case I, 
without buried pipes; Case II, with 25° C buried pipes; 
and Case III , with 35° C buried pipes. In each case, 
weather data for Wooster, Ohio, for the p eriod from 
Nov. 16 to Dec. 7, 1972, were used. Figure 27 shows the 
computed soil surface temperatures a t 12-ho ur inter-
vals . The standard deviations of these tempera tures 
about their respective means were 1.00, 0.60, and 0.41° C. 
The two cases with warming had 1.97 and 4. 64° C 
higher mean soil surface temperatures, respectively. 
12 14 16 18 20 
time, days 
FIG . 28.-Cumulative bubble heating load requirements. 
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Thus, as the temperature of the pipe system increased, 
the soil surface temperature a lso increased and became 
somewhat less erratic. Both of these effects ought to be 
benefi cial for at least some greenhouse crops. 
Greenhouse air temperatures for the three cases were 
calcu lated and were found to be quite close (within 
0.4° C). The computed cumulative hea t load require-
ments of the greenhouse under these conditions (Fig. 
28) show tha t the savings in the heating requirements 
for Cases II and III compared to Case I were more than 
18 and 353, respectively. A more generalized view of 
these results is presented in Figure 29. The average of 
the outside temperatures for each simulated 6-hour 
period was computed, as well as the h ea t load for that 
particular p eriod. Only the nighttime hours of each of 
the 22 days were included in order to eliminate extreme 
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scattering of points due to sunny and cloudy days of the 
same temperature. Some scattering still existed, how-
ever, due to such factors as the on-off nature of the 
h ea ting system and wind velocity variations. The linear 
regression of the h eat ing load on the outside a ir 
temperature is shown for each of the three cases. These 
results indicated that soil h ea t can significantly reduce 
overall greenhouse h eating requirements . 
Experimental Soil Heat Studies 
The indicated potential for the successful applica-
tion of soil heating to greenhouse production made it 
important to take the work out of the laboratory and 
put it into a practical situation where a detailed exami-
nation of actual operation could take place. To some 
extent the first part of this n eed had been met with the 
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inclusion o f Shapiro 's (47) bas ic soil h ea ting des ig n 
into the Sh erco waste h ea t demonstration greenhouse 
(5). However, while this proj ect was a very successful 
dem onstration of waste heat utilization , its overall 
scope precluded a detailed examination of the specific 
hea ting contributions o bta ined through th e soil. There-
fore, under funding from the Electric Power Research 
Institute, a series of deta iled experiments was initiated 
in small sca le g reenhouse plots which conta ined three 
very different but representative so il media (42, 43). 
~ ~ B ~ c E4' F~ G~ 
FIG. 30.-Vertical section of an experimental 
soil warming plot showing the depths at which 
the thermocouples ( · ) are located. The hatch 
marks represent styrofoam insulation. (A) is the 
supply header, (B) is the return header, (C) is 
one of the ten heating pipes, (D) is a stand pipe 
for controlling the water level, (E) is an inch of 
sand, (F) is 3 inches of pea gravel, and (G) is an 
impermeable membrane. 
Experimental Facilities and Procedures 
These was te h ea t studies were conducted during the 
three winters from 1977 to 1980 in a two-bay, gutter 
connected, double plastic covered greenhouse. Each bay 
was 5.5 m wide by 29 m lo n g ( 18.5 x 96 ft) and the two 
bays were separated into independently h eated aerial 
environm ents by a clear plastic divider. The southern 
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FIG. 31.-Horizontal view of a plot showing 
two sets of thermocouples on the pipes and two 
sets between the heating pipes. The labeling is 
the same as in Fig. 30. 
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FIG. 32.-Horizontal view of heated soil plots showing general heating pipe configuration and 
schematic layout of heating control system. (M) is the flow meter on the input side of each plot, 
(MV) is the mixing valve which regulates water temperature, (P) is the circulation pump, (P· C·) is 
the Honeywell pressure controller, and (s) is a sensor to determine water temperature. 
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bay had four 2.9 x 3.0 m (9.5 x 10 ft) soi l p lots . Three of 
these plots were heated, provided with sub-soil irriga -
tion (Fig. 30), and contained sa nd, peat-vermiculite, 
and Woos ter silt .loam soils, respectively. The fourth 
p lot was unhea ted , surface irrigated, contained Wooster 
silt loam, and served as a control for purposes of 
companson. 
A p lastic liner was p laced a t a depth of 0.6 m (24 in .) 
in the three test p lots (and up to the surface around their 
perimeters) to prevent moisture loss to the underlying 
soil. The bottom 0. 1 m ( 4 in .) of these plots was fi lled 
with pea gravel topped with coarse sand to a llow for 
rap id, horizonta l, water tab le equalization, and the 
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remaining 0.5 m (20 in.) was fill ed with o ne of the soils 
indica ted above. A constant- level water table was main-
ta ined at the 0.5 m depth by an automatic irrigation 
system and water usage was recorded manua ll y from 
flow meters . 
In an entirely separate, closed loop system, constant 
temperature heating water was supplied to the h eated 
tes t p lots through a mixing va lve controlled by a 
Honeywe ll a ir pressure regula tor (Fig. 32). The heated 
water was circu lated to and from the plots through 
0.05 m (2 in .) i.d . plastic pipes, and this circulation 
system supplied, through flow meters and 0.1 m (4 in .) 
headers, ten 0.025 m ( 1.0 in.) i.d. ABS plastic hea ting 
pipes which passed through the soil in each plot. The 
depth of a nd latera l separation between these pipes was 
0.3 m ( 12 in .) (Figs. 30 a nd 31 ). The plots were insulated 
around all four sides w ith 0.05 m (2 in.) of polystyrene 
insu la tion board in order to minimize edge effects on 
the heat flow in the soil (Fig. 31 ). 
Type T thermocouples, sea led against moisture, were 
buried in the three h ea ted plots at the various locations 
indica ted in Figures 30 and 31. Each heated plot had 26 
temperature recording sites and the unhea ted plot had 
10 such sites. In addition, a 10-j unction thermopile was 
connected across each p lot, radiometers were located 
both inside and outside the greenhouse, and wet-
bu lb/ dry-bu lb stations were located at appropriate 
points in the greenhouse. The readings from these var-
ious sensors were monitored automatically by a Kaye 
Instruments System 8000 datalogger and were recorded 
on magnetic tape for computer a nalysis (Figs. 33 and 
34). 
During each of the three winters of this study, a series 
o f heating water temperature p lateaus was maintained 
such that each temperature leve l was held constant for 4 
to 7 weeks depending on experimental requirements. 
Four temperatures: 25 , 30, 35, and 40° C (77, 86, 95 , and 
104° F) were used to provide a range of information 
which would cover the tempera ture levels normally 
encountered in power p lant cooling water. 
The first winter of these studies , 1977-78, was used to 
determine the physical pa rameters of heat and moisture 
transfer in the selected soils ( 15 ). The second winter of 
this work continued the collection of physical parame-
ter data, and in addition examined the effect of soil 
temperature on lettuce plant growth under standard 
greenhouse operating conditions. Leaf lettuce, variety 
HR-5 , which is similar to Grand Rapids curly leaf 
lettuce, was used for this work. Finall y, during the third 
winter the lettuce growth studies were repea ted , but this 
time the minimum nighttime air temperature main-
ta ined in the greenhouse was lowered from the standard 
13° C (55° F) to an energy saving 7° C (45° F) in order to 
determ ine the interaction between air and soil tempera-
tures in their effect on lettuce growth . 
Experimental Results 
So// Properties 
The Wooster silt loam was composed of 25% sand 
(primarily very fine sa nd, 0.1 to 0.05 mm) , 60% silt, and 
15% clay . This was fairly close to the composition of the 
silt loam used by Johnson (28) in the earlier laboratory 
studies (Fig. 35). The Wooster silt loam was found to 
have a dry density of 1.32 g/ cm3 and a porosity (based 
on satura ted wa ter content) o f 0.44. The sand " soil " was 
composed of 99 +% qua rtz with approximately 55% of 
the particles in the m edium sand range (0.25 to 0.5 
mm) a nd the remaining 45 3 being fin e sand (0.1 to 
0.25 mm) . It had a dry density of 1.63 g / cm 3 and a 
porosity of 0.38. The pea t-vermicu lite mixture was 
composed o f a pproxima tely 50% (by volume) com-
m ercia lly ava ilable sphagnum peat moss (no further 
analysis was a ttempted ) a nd 50% vermiculite particles. 
It had a dry density of 0.16 g/ cm 3 and a porosity of 0.81. 
Moisture 
The irrigation system was designed in such a wa y 
that, at equilibrium, all m o isture suppli ed to the water 
table by the wa ter level controller (Fig. 30) in each p lot 
had to be ba la nced by an equiva lent amount of evapora -
tion from its surface. Due to va rious contingencies asso-
ciated with requirements of pla nt growth , equilibrium 
conditions were best approximated in the first winter of 
this study . Figure 36 shows the irriga tion supply ra tes 
obtained under th ese circumstances. T he values ob-
tained for the si l t loam so il were in excellent agreement 
with Sepaskah et al. (46), but the present resu lts for sand 
were a pproximately 15 times smaller than those re-
ported there. This discrepancy indica ted the rela tive 
significance of gravita tiona l potentia l energy in the 
determina tion of fluid flow in th ese two soils. The fine 
particle size in si l t loam m ade capillary forces predomi-
na te (at moderate moisture content) over gravitationa l 
ones so tha t moisture moved (near ly) as readi ly upward 
(as in the configuration studied here) a s downward (the 
configura tio n studied by Sepaskah). On the other h a nd, 
capilla ry forces in the relatively coarse sand were less 
significant than gravita tional ones, a nd moisture tended 
to dra in downward much more readily than it could be 
drawn upward. One effect of th is was th e formation of a 
completely dry surface la yer in the sa nd as shown by the 
lowest line in Figure 37. Thus, it was necessary to 
su pply surface irrigation to the sand in the subsequent 
studies in order to support le ttuce growth. This irriga-
tion was a t a rate of at least 19 L / day (5 gal/day or 0.6 
in ./wk) and eliminated the dry surface layer as shown 
in Figure 37. 
The moisture profiles shown in Figure 37 were 
obtained from core sample drying data . The figure 
indica tes two separate comparisons which were ob-
tained from th ese da ta: first , the drying effects detected 
in the first winter's physical stu dies, and second, the 
variations from the first winter 's equilibrium va lues 
which occurred during the subsequent growth studies 
and were rela ted to these growth studies. Each curve 
shown resulted from a composite of at least two, and 
usually four, cores per heating period. Cores were taken 
both adj acent to and midway between heating pipes, 
each core was divided into 0.025 m ( 1.0 in.) segments, 
and the resultant scatter of the individua l data points 
about th e Jines shown was genera lly less than 
± 0.03 g/ cm3 . 
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Due to the considera ble effect tha t soil drying in the 
region o f the hea ting pipes can have on system h eat 
transfer , drying in this region was carefull y studied . 
The dashed li nes in Fig ure 37 sho w the drying effects 
w h ich were detected . This drying was minima l and 
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only occurred in the peat-vermiculite and silt loa m soils 
at the temperature levels indica ted. Thus, it was deter-
mined tha t a water ta ble mainta ined 0.2 m (8 in.) below 
the heating pipes was a ble to support adequa te mois-
ture around the h ea ting pipes in the temperature range 
considered . However, it al so seemed likely tha t at 
high er temperatures this method would prove to be 
inadequate and that this adequacy wo uld vary with soil 
type. In addition , the presence of pla nts in the p eat-
verm iculite soil seemed to ha ve reduced the moisture in 
the root zone (down to 0.2 m deep), and it seemed 
reasonable to associa te thi s reduction with greater 
moisture withdrawal due to plant tra nspira tion . 
Heat 
T otal hea t flow through the soil was determined 
fro m two independent sets of da ta. First, th e hea t loss 
fro m the wa ter in the heating pipes was ca lcula ted from 
the tempera ture drop of the heating wa ter across the 
plo ts (obta ined from th ermopil e readings ) and fro m the 
fl ow rates through the heating pipes. Second, the heat 
transfer in the soil was obta ined from measured tem-
p era ture profiles and from va lues of thermal conductiv-
ity ava ila bl e in the litera ture ( 12, 37 ). For the results of 
the first winter of this 3-yea r study, the agreement 
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indicate the drying effects mentioned in the 
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between the two approach es wa s generally within ± 53. 
In the subsequent work, where va rious contingencies 
associated with plant growth made for somewhat less 
control o f soi l conditions , the difference between th e 
results o f these two techniques was as much as 153, with 
a distinct tendency for the heating wa ter h ea t loss calcu-
la tions to yield the larger o f the tw o values in each case. 
However, insufficient deta il in the data a nd lack of 
known results in the literature made it impossibl e to tell 
if this was merely a n artifact of the greater uncertainty 
in the da ta or an indication of a real effect on thermal 
conductivity due to root activity. 
The results from these heating ra te calcula tio ns a re 
shown in Figure 38, and the scatter o f the da ta about the 
lines shown was roughly ± 4 W / m 2 . The va lues ob-
tained for sand in th e second and third winters were 
consistentl y high er tha n those which were obtained in 
the first year due to th e higher surface moisture values 
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FIG . 38.-Rate of heat absorption from the 
heating pipes in each of the soi l plots. The small 
numerals indicate the year of the study to which 
each line applies . 
maintained for growth purposes and due to th e res ul-
tant increase in th ermal conductivity . The values 
obtained for silt loam were in genera lly good agreement 
throughout this study, a nd the differences at higher 
temperatures in the second winter's values were proba-
bly due to a combination of experimental uncerta inty 
and imposed variations caused by the need for soil 
removal and steriliza tion. The values for peat -ver-
miculite were consistently lower in the later work than 
those observed during the first winter, and since there 
was considerable evidence that the thermal conductiv-
ity of the peat-vermiculite mixture was sensitive to 
moisture content, it seemed reasonabl e to associate this 
with the corresponding lowering of moisture noted 
earlier. However, more detailed information beyond 
that presently available (35, 36) on the properties of 
peat-vermiculite mixtures would be very useful, partic-
ularly if computer modeling is to be applied in this 
case. 
The portion of th e hea t which left the heating pipes 
and then flowed upward to the soil surface depended 
on, among other variables, the temperature of the soil 
beneath the plots. This was an important shortcoming 
of the small scale plots since it meant that the soil hea t 
flow patterns were to some ex tent dependent on outside 
air temperature, an effect which would have been con-
siderably less important in a full sca le system. Neverthe-
less, the then available figures ( 42, 16) did indicate (even 
with this "edge effect") that up to 233 of the total , 
maximum, greenhouse heating requirement (215 
W/ m 2 ; 1650 Btu/ft2/ day) could be met through soil 
heating, and that on a seasonal averaged basis, up to 
403 of the total heating fuel requirement could be 
replaced in this way. It should be noted, however, that 
these figures were based entirely on soil heat conduc-
tance numbers derived from tempera ture profiles and 
that precisely how this heat would have affected the 
aerial environment could not be determined from the 
available information. 
Figure 39 shows the effect that the soil heating had on 
the soil temperature at a depth ofO. I m (4 in.) below the 
surface. This depth was selected as a useful and conve-
nient representation of th e root-zone environment since 
' the bulk of the roots of a lettuce plant grow in the top 
0.2 m (8 in .) of the soil a nd since frequent readings were 
obtained from each plot at this depth . The particular 
results shown in this figure are from the second winter 
of the study (since it does not make sense to make 
comparisons between years when different heating lev-
els occurred at different times), but the basic effect was 
the same in all cases. The heated soils remained sig-
nificantly warmer (see following section) than the un-
heated soil. 
Plant Growth 
Various kinds of information were obtained as indi-
cators of plant growth. The most important of these for 
the above ground (yield) portion of the lettuce plants 
were wet (fresh) weight, dry weight, and leaf area. It was 
found that these properties remained in constant pro-
portion to each other throughout the study, and wet 
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weight was chosen as the primary growth indicator 
since it could be more accurately determined and since 
it is the normal m eas ure of productive yield. The root 
systems of various plants were also studied qua lita-
tively. In every case where good leaf growth occurred, 
there was thick root growth in the top 0.15 m (6 in .) of 
soil and signifi ca nt root growth down to the water 
table. 
The lettuce was planted in square patterns with 0.2 m 
(8 in.) between plants and with 14 rows of 15 pl ants each 
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FIG. 39.-Soil temperature as a function of 
heating water temperature level. The soil tem-
peratures were determined 0.1 m below the sur-
face of the soil and were averaged over each 
heating period. The results shown here are 
from the second year of the study. During the 
fall of that year, all four plots were studied in the 
unheated state, and then successively higher 
.·heating levels were studied through the winter 
(causing the lower, unheated silt loam tempera-
tures) and into the spring. 
(210 plants) in each plot. Six sampling sites of six plants 
each were designated in each plot according to a prede-
termined scheme. The layout of these sites was such that 
each sample area always had a "buffer zone" at least two 
rows wide completely around it (Fig. 40). Midway 
through each growth period, 12 lettuce plants were 
cropped from two of these sample sites on each plot, 
and at the end of each growth period the same proce-
dure was applied to two additional sites on each plot. In 
every case the corresponding sites were cropped in each 
of the four plots, and throughout the growth periods 
selection of the sites was rotated randomly among the 
available areas. Thus, while a "double blind" selection 
system was not maintained, this procedure, combined 
with the general uniformity of growth in each plot, pro-
vided a reasonable degree of assurance that operator 
bias did not detract from the significance of the results. 
For each of the growth periods, the average plant 
yield from each of the heated soil plots was compared as 
a ratio with the average from the unheated soil plot. 
The res ults for the year when normal greenhouse oper-
ating conditions were maintained showed ratios, at a 
given point in time, which ranged from one (when no 
heating water was being used) to as high as five in the 
middle of the winter. Since lettuce growth is exponen-
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FIG. 40.-Basic layout of each lettuce plot. 
The lettuce plants (circles) are spaced 0.2 m (8 
in.) apart in 14 rows of 15 plants each . The 
locations of the heating pipes are shown as 
pairs of light, horizontal lines, and the positions 
of the thermocouple strings are shown as x's. 
The six cropping sites are indicated by heavy, 
dashed lines. 
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tial with time, this did not mean that lettuce grown on 
heated soil could reach marketable size in as little as 
one-fifth the time needed in unheated soil. It did, how-
ever, mea n that the time required to grow a marketable 
crop could be significantly reduced by this technique. 
The results for th e year when the minimum nighttime 
temperature was lowered to 7° C (45° F) showed ratios 
as great as JO-to-I, primarily due to very slow growth 
of the crop in the unheated soil. 
The significance of these ratios depended to a con-
siderable extent on the absolute values of the yield and 
on the factors which could be related to these values. 
One factor which can have an important effect on let-
tuce growth is the amount of light received by the plant 
during its growth period, and low growth rates obtained 
by Ohio lettuce producers during the winter months 
had traditionally been explained in terms of insuffi-
cient light availability. The work of Soribe (50), how-
ever, indica ted that lettuce growth response saturates at 
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FIG . 41.-Plant yield as a function of soil tem-
perature. The significance of the lines shown 
is discussed in the text. These results apply to 
fresh weight yield after 6 weeks of growth . All of 
the results from the second and third years of 
the study are shown. 
relatively low light levels. In addition, the small plot 
results (many of which were obtained at "low" winter 
light levels, but all of which applied to times of suffi-
cient light availability in terms of Soribe's saturation 
values) indicated good growth response in the heated 
soil at light levels which were only 603 as great as those 
that applied for some of the trials where poor growth 
was obtained in the unheated soil. Therefore, it seemed 
plausible to conclude that light is not (under Ohio 
greenhouse operating conditions) the most important 
factor in limiting winter lettuce growth. 
Figure 41 shows plant yield, after 6 weeks of growth, 
as a function of soil temperature (Fig. 39). The points 
which fall below and to the right of the main body of the 
data were results which had been limited by fungus 
(pythium) and manganese toxicity problems. Thus, all 
of the results applying to normal lettuce plants fell on a 
general curve which indicates a strong relationship 
between soil, root-zone temperature, and plant growth 
rate. In particular, when soil temperatures fell below 
16° C (60° F), lettuce growth was severely restricted. 
However, when soil temperature was above 19° C (65° F) 
(up to some high temperature limit not determined by 
this work), the potentia l for excellent growth response 
was present. Thus, in this warmer region other factors, 
aB 
- = V·(DTVT) at + V ·(Do VB) 
normal nighttime air temperatures (second winter of 
study) and under lowered nighttime air temperatures 
(third winter of study), and there is no significant dif-
ference between the two sets of results for the two condi-
tions. Thus, clearly, good growth was achieved when 
soil temperatures were maintained above the critical 
values already noted and independently of the air 
temperature differences. This means that energy can be 
conserved on the basis of a lowered heating requirement 
(a reduction, corrected for degree day difference, of 
approximately 253 was achieved in the comparison 
which took place during this study) and that the soil 
heating equipment ought to be able to, again very 
roughly, also pay for itself in this way in less than a 
year. 
Flnal Computer Slmulatlon 
Ahmed's ( l, 2) computer studies made use of the 
equations of Philip and de Vries (41) and de Vries (11) 
for moisture transfer in soil. These equations were an 
extension of diffusion theory which accounted for the 
thermal and isothermal components of vapor transfer 
in porous media and separated the fluid flux into com-
ponents due to temperature gradient, moisture gra· 
dient, and gravitational potent~al. 
+ ( 11) 
component of moisture 
flux due to temperature 
gradient 
component of moisture 
flux due to moisture 
gradient 
component of liquid 
flux due to gravity 
where: 
8 Total volumetric moisture content, cm3 I cm 3 
Dr Thermal moisture diffusivity, cm 2 sec °C 
Do Isothermal moisture diffusivity, cm 2 I sec 
ko Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, cm/sec 
probably of a horticultural nature, produced various 
limitations which led to the spread in results indicated 
by the dashed lines. 
Two conclusions were drawn from these data. First, 
it is likely that the long, midwinter growth period 
required to produce a commercial lettuce crop in Ohio 
(as much as 13 weeks) is a result of low soil tempera-
tures, and, at most, only a secondary effect of low light 
levels. Second, with sufficiently warm soil (above 19° C) 
it should be possible for a commercial lettuce crop to be 
grown in 6 or 7 weeks even in the middle of winter. This 
means that a soil-heated greenhouse should be able to 
produce one additional crop (five instead of the four 
normally achieved) per year. Such a gain in production 
ought to be (very roughly) sufficient to pay for the cost 
of the soil heating equipment in about a year. 
Finally, one purpose of the small plot studies was to 
determine whether satisfactory lettuce growth could be 
achieved in a lowered nighttime temperature green-
house. Figure 41 shows growth data obtained under 
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The thermal and isothermal moisture diffusivities were 
further broken into liquid and vapor components: 
Dr Dn + Drv 
Do DoL + Dov 
(12) 
(13) 
The two liquid diffusivities (DTL and DBL) tend to 
dominate at high moisture contents, while the two 
vapor diffusivities ( DTV and Dov) dominate at low mois-
ture content. These equations also separated heat 
transfer in porous media into components due to 
temperature and moisture gradient. 
c aT = v . (A v T) - L v (Dov v 8) at 
where: 
C =·Volumetric heat capacity, cal/ cm3 
A Soil thermal conductivity, cal/ sec cm °C 
L = Heat of vaporization, cal/ g 
(14) 
Cassel et al. (9) and Dempsey (IO) applied Equations 
II and 14 to a soil column and concluded that they 
provided the most comprehensive basis for predicting 
transient heat and moisture flow in porous media. 
It was necessary to know accurate values for the 
transport properties of a particular soil to apply these 
equations. The following relationships were used to 
calculate the theoretical values of the four diffusivity 
terms (9, 24, 40). 
Isothermal liquid diffusivity, DeL 
ol/J DeL = K-
ao 
where: 
K = Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, cm/hr 
(15) 
t/J = Soil water pressure head, function of moisture con-
tent. cm 
Isothermal vapor diffusivity, Dov 
Dev = Datm apag P .2!} (P-p)pw 08 (16) 
where: 
Datm = The molecular diffusivity of water vapor in air, 
cm2 I hr 
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FIG. 42.-Theoretical and experimental val-
ues of the transport coefficients for Palouse silt 
loam (24). 
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p 
p 
a 
a 
g 
Pw 
R 
B 
T 
Total air pressure, mm Hg 
Vapor partial pressure. mm Hg 
A tortuosity factor taken as 0.66, dimensionless 
Volumetric void fraction. cm3 I cm3 
Gravitational acceleration, cm/sec2 
Density of liquid water, g/cm3 
Gas constant. ergs/ gK 
Soil water content, cm3 I cm3 
Temperature, K 
Thermal liquid diffusivity, Dn 
(17) 
where: 
y du dT = temperature coefficient of surface 
u tension of water. 0 c-1 
u Water surface tension, dynes/ cm 
Thermal vapor diffusivity, DTv, cm2 /hr °C 
(a+f · B) Datm P h DTv = 
p (P-p) 
0.1 0.2 0.3 
WATER CONTENT, c:r-:3 /CJ•;3 
(18) 
FIG. 43.-Theoretical and experimental val-
ues of the transport coefficients for a medium 
sand (30) . 
where: 
a 85 -8, 85 = saturated moisture content 
={a/ak tor o <a < ak 
1 tor a ;::: ak 
ak : value of a at which liquid continuity in 
pores no longer exists 
h p/p0 , the relative vapor pressure of air, mm Hg 
p 0 Density of saturated vapor, g I cm 3 
P0 Saturated vapor pressure of air, mm Hg 
T Temperature, °C 
VTa Mean temperature gradient in air-tilled pores, 
°C/cm 
VT Overall temperature gradient, °C/cm 
Gee (24) used the non-destructive neutron water-
content measurement method on a silt loam soil in a 
closed column to determine the component diffusivities 
of Equations 12 and 13. A comparison between the 
calcu lated and the experimental values of the four dif-
fusivity terms is shown in Figure 42. Jury and Miller 
(30) measured the primary and cross-coupling trans-
port coefficients for the simultaneous flow of heat and 
moisture through a medium sand in the liquid-domi-
nated regime of moisture flow. The calculated and the 
experimental values of these diffusivity coefficients are 
shown in Figure 43. 
A finite differences computer modeling approach 
was used to solve the transport equations. The modeled 
rectangular soil region was divided into a grid of rec-
tangles (Fig. 44). Rectangles above the pipes were equal 
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and had one height; those below the pipes were also 
equal but had a different height. All rectangles had the 
same width . Nodes were taken to be at the corners of the 
rectangles. Node temperature and moisture content 
were determined from the equations except at the upper 
and lower boundaries, where experimentally recorded 
values were used, and except in the case of temperature, 
at the pipe node where an assigned (driving) value was 
used. This procedure yielded an equal number of equa-
tions and unknowns and therefore provided a unique 
solution to the problem. A parabolic approximation 
method, developed by Hamdy and Barre (26) in spheri-
cal coordinates and modified by Parker (38) for use in 
two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, was used to 
approximate the space partial derivatives in the equa-
tions. This method approximated the profile of a 
dependent variable around a node in the direction of the 
space derivative of each independent variable by a para-
bolic curve. The three coefficients of this curve were 
calculated for interior nodes such that the parabola 
agreed with the dependent variable at the node and at 
the adjacent node on each side. The three coefficients 
were calculated for nodes on the vertical boundaries 
such that the parabola agreed with the dependent vari-
able at the node and at the adjacent interior node, and 
its gradient agreed with the gradient at the node. The 
parabola was then differentiated as often as necessary to 
approximate the partial derivatives with respect to the 
space variable at the node. It was also integrated over 
the space variable to determine the average temperature 
and moisture content. 
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The transport coefficients for silt loam (Fig. 42) and 
sand (Fig. 43), their thermal conductivities (Fig. 45), 
and the sand hydraulic conductivity (Fig. 46) were 
stored as functions of the soil moisture content on func-
tion generators in the computer program (Appendix B ). 
The thermal capacity was calcu lated by the program as 
a function of soi l moisture and bulk density. The bulk 
density and latent heat of vaporization were input 
parameters incorporated into the program. 
Figure 47 shows a comparison of the computed, 
steady state, vertical temperature profiles in the silt 
loam soil with the first year's experimentally measured 
values for the same quantity. Experimentally measured 
values at the 0.1 m and 0.5 m depths and at the surface of 
the heating pipes were used as the boundary conditions 
for the computer calculations, and the root mean 
square deviation of the intermediate points was only 
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0.1° C. Similar comparisons for a ll three experimental 
soils at the 25° Cheating level are shown in Figure 48 . 
Figure 49 shows the transient temperature in the sand 
soil midway between two adjacent heating pipes . The 
upper and lower dotted " lines" were the experimental 
values which were used as input boundary conditions. 
Initial conditions fed into the model were arbitrary and 
did not correspond to observed soil temperatures. Thus, 
during the first 12 hours there was considerable devia-
tion between observed and calcu lated values which 
compensated for the initial differences. However, for 
the fina l 72 hours the root mean square deviation is a 
respectable 0.2° C. In addition, the fact that the experi-
menta l points tend to be higher than the calculated ones 
could result from small displacements of the thermo-
couples from their theoretical positions. 
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TABLE 2.-Heat Absorption Rates by the Test Plots from the Heating Pipes 
at Different Heating Levels. 
Average Heat Absorption Rate, watts/m2 
Heating Silt-Loam Sand P. V.* 
Level T/P O/P C/P T/P O/P C/P T/P 
25° c 30.0 36.26 38.01 35.3 42.97 41 .81 17.7 
30° c 41.9 39.15 40.72 50.4 49.11 51.80 22.5 
35° c 51.1 46.21 48.83 52.3 52.56 53.71 27.2 
40° c 61.4 50.58 50.40 58.0 57.94 57.99 30.7 
T /P: Based on thermopile readings. 
0 IP: Based on observed average temperature profiles. 
C/P: Based on computed steady state temperature profiles. 
•Rates based on profiles could not be calculated for lack of information on peat-vermiculite (mixture) 
thermal conductivity. 
Table 2 gives the rates of heat flow away from the 
heating pipes (heat absorption rate) for each of the four 
heating levels observed during the first year and the 
computer simulation calculations of the same quanti-
ties. The agreement of values along any given line is 
generally quite good. Comparisons between lines are 
discouraged since the air temperatures above the soils 
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FIG. 48.-Measured average and computed 
steady-state vertical temperature profiles at the 
25° C heating level (-8.5° C average outside 
temperature). 
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were different in each case due to changes in solar 
intensity and outside air temperature. 
Figure 50 shows a comparison between the experi-
mentally obtained moisture profile for the sand soil 
without surface irrigation (first year's results) and the 
computer calculation of the same quantity. This par-
ticular comparison is of considerable importance in the 
evaluation of the model's capabilities because of the 
distinct lack of linearity of the results involved. It was 
originally believed that this lack of linearity might be a 
response to heat flow from the pipes, but neither the 
computer calculations nor the experimental results 
supported such a hypothesis. In fact, later experimental 
work indicated that the distinct changes in the slope of 
the moisture profile occurred at particular moisture 
contents (Fig. 37) and were not related to the heating 
pipes. To account for this, it proved necessary to modify 
the hydraulic conductivity figures which were fed into 
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FIG. 49.-Temperature variation in the sand 
soil over a 4-day period. The dots show experi-
mental values for the temperatures at the sur-
face of the heating pipes and at the 0.1 m (4 
in.)depth in the soil, amd ·these values were 
used as input boundary conditions for the 
computer model. The experimental points (x) 
and computer values (solid line) are for tem-
peratures midway between the pipes. 
TABLE 3.-Average Water Consumption Rate by Test Plots in liters/m2 
per Day. 
Peat-
Silt-Loam Sand Vermiculite 
Jury and 
Heating Gee (24) Revised Miller (30) 
Level Meter O/P C/P O/P 
Unheated 1.20 
25° c 1.21 21.48 31.28 2.00 
30° c 1.69 21.41 31.29 1.99 
35° c 1.85 21 .56 31.42 2.15 
40° c 2.15 21.45 31.44 2.04 
O/P: Based on observed profiles. 
C/ P: Based on computed profiles. 
the computer program as shown in Figure 46. It was 
only when the upper curve was used that the agreement 
shown in Figure 50 was obtained. These modified 
values were subsequently compared with the hydraulic 
conductivities obtained by Bruce (6) for various types of 
sand. The higher values shown in Figure 46 correspond 
to those given in that paper for a "graded" rather than 
for a "fine" sand, and the physical soil properties of the 
sand used in the present experiments were quite close to 
those given for "graded" sand. Thus, the computer 
model proved to be both sufficiently sensitive to simu-
late an interesting experimental result and sufficiently 
discriminating to require accurate input information. 
Such performance indicated the considerable capabili-
ties which have been achieved in this modeling work. 
Table 3 gives the rates of irrigation water consump-
tion observed during the first year of the study and 
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FIG. 50.-Computed moisture profile for the 
sand soil. The light line indicates the corres-
ponding experimental results. 
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C/P Meter O/P C/P Meter 
0.22 0.53 
2.80 0.22 0.15 0.21 0.61 
2.80 0.31 0.16 0.22 0.78 
2.95 0.24 0.16 0.22 0.83 
2.98 0.32 0.16 0.22 1.09 
presented in a slightly different form in Figure 36. The 
same quantity was also calculated from observed and 
computed moisture profiles on the basis of isothermal 
diffusivity values obtained from the literature. The 
agreement in the sand soil using figures from Jury and 
Miller (30) was reasonably good, but reasonable agree-
ment was obtained in the silt loam soil only when the 
figures obtained from Gee (24) were revised downward 
by an order of magnitude as shown in Figure 51 . 
The final calculation made with the soil model was 
directed at determining the effect which raising the 
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FIG. 51.-lsothermal diffusivity for silt loam 
soil (24). The lower lines indicate the revisions 
discussed in the text. 
level of the water table would have on the sand moisture 
profile. Figure 52 shows the results of the computer soil 
moisture profile calculations for three different water 
table depths . These results indicated that adequate sur-
face moisture could be maintained in sand if a shal-
lower plot depth was adopted, and that this could serve 
as a basis for future system design improvements. 
Full Scale System 
In 1982, the small scale plots were replaced with a full 
scale, 5.6 m x 27 m , soil heating system which nearly 
filled one bay of a two-bay greenhouse (Fig. 53) . This 
system was part of a total energy conservation package 
for greenhouses which also included solar energy col-
lection and nighttime insulation. A separate publica-
tion on solar ponds (22) is available on the solar energy 
portion of this package, and various research publica-
tions have been and are being prepared on the use of 
polystyrene pellets for intermittent insulation ( 19, 20). 
The new soil heating layout was in moist sand (since 
it was designed to take advantage of the earlier deter-
mination that moist sand provided the best heat trans-
fer) and was in a shallower configuration than used 
previously (Fig. 54). In this configuration, 0.02 m (3 / 4 
in .) diameter heating pipes were buried 0.2 m (8 in .) 
deep and 0.2 m apart, and warm water was circulated at 
1.0 liter per second (15.5 gpm) through the tota l pipe 
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FIG . 52.-Calculated sand moisture profiles 
for water tables of different depths. 
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FIG. 53.-Diagram of the demonstration greer:ihouse showing the basic layout of the pellet 
handling system. The two diverters (d) allowed for either: 1) fan suction pulling pellets out of the 
bottom of the storage tank and blowing them into the top of the greenhouse, or 2) removal from the 
bottom sides of the roof and blowing them into the top of the storage tank. 
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network. The water table was held at the depth of the 
heating pipes. In addition, during the winter of 1982-
83, tomato plants (variety CR-6 at commercial density 
l 
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FIG. 54.-Plan view of the pipe layout in the 
5.6 x 29 m greenhouse. The heating pipes were 
high density polyethlylene, 0.02 m in diameter 
and buried 0.2 m deep in moist sand. 
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FIG. 55.-A typical temperature profile in the 
heated sand soil. The two highest points were 
the outer surface temperatures of an adjacent 
pair of supply and return pipes halfway along 
the length of the greenhouse. The strong tem-
perature drop at the 30 cm depth was caused by 
a layer of insulation. 
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of one plant every 4 square feet) were grown in peat-
vermiculite bags laid on the sand surface. 
The soil heating system was insulated with a 2.5 cm 
( 1 in.) thick layer of Th er max, polyisocyanurate in-
sulation under the moisture retention liner in order .to 
prevent excessive heat loss to the deep soil. A typical soil 
temperat:.ue profile (Fig. 55) thus shows a very strong 
temperature decrease at the depth of the insulation. 
Because of this, the heat lost to the deep soil was only 
about I 0% of the heat supplied by the pipes, as opposed 
to the 30% to 40% observed in the uninsulated small 
plots. Since the soil heat represented about 40% of the 
total, uninsulated greenhouse heat load (see below), the 
soil insulation savings were about 10% of this latter, 
overall load. Therefore, the economic benefit of the soil 
insulation can be taken to be about 10% of the cost of 
heating a greenhouse, and typically this would be about 
one-third of the cost of the insulation and would imply 
a reasonable return on investment. However, if other 
conservation measures, particularly nighttime roof 
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FIG. 56.-Heat transfer rate from the heating 
pipes to the soil per unit of greenhouse floor 
area. The straight lines are the earlier results 
presented in (16) (see Fig. 38), and the circled 
points are the values observed during the full-
scale study. 
insulation, were to be undertaken along with the intro-
duction of a soil heat system, then there would be condi-
tions under wh ich the soil heating temperature (and 
hence soil temperature) would need to be reduced. This 
would affect the heat loss figures, and because of this the 
economics of soil insulation have not yet been com-
pletely determined. 
Figure 56 shows the heat transfer rates from the soil 
heat pipes obtained in the new, full-scale configuration 
in comparison to the previous values. The new values 
are higher than the old ones, both because the pipes 
were closer to the surface and because the sand was 
wetter in the new configuration. Relative to the pre-
viously noted maximum, uninsulated greenhouse heat-
ing requirement (215 W/ m2 ), the new figures indicate 
that up to 413 of the instantaneous heat load can be met 
with soil heating, which on a seasonal average basis 
would translate to about 653 replacement of the direct 
air heating requirement. This represents a very consid-
erable contribution to the heat needs of a greenhouse. 
In addition, the use of nighttime insulation, while it 
is not the subject of this bulletin, was shown to signifi-
cantly improve the effect soil heating can have on over-
all greenhouse operation. In particular, studies with 10 
to 15 cm of polystyrene insulation showed that the 
heating requirement was reduced by 903. Thus, the use 
of nighttime insulation between the two plastic sheets 
which form the roof of a greenhouse changed the en-
ergy requirement so significantly that soil heating was 
shown to be capable of meeting all of the greenhouse 
needs. 
Only very basic horticultural data on tomato pro-
duction was gathered during these studies. From this 
it was determined that the total fruit yield from early 
October (transplant) to the end of April was equiva-
lent (on a year-long basis) to 90 tons/acre/year (200 
tonnes/hectare/ year). This observed production was 
considered to be good for this darkest portion of the 
year. 
Humidity levels in the floor-heated, pellet-insulated 
bay of the greenhouse at day and night were typically 
5-103 higher than those in the control bay (Table 4). 
The daytime increases were probably due to increased 
transpiration from warmer, more active roots, but may 
have also been influenced by increased evaporation 
from the open portions of the sand floor. Nighttime 
humidities were always 90-933 in the insulated bay, 
but the inside surface of the plastic glazing was always 
relatively dry so that no dripping from the roof was 
observed. Thus, this high humidity at night was not 
observed to be detrimental to plant growth or conducive 
to disease organism spread. 
Both the soil surface and bag temperatures in the 
south bay were raised above the corresponding values 
in the north bay by 10-11° C when the highest tempera-
ture (40° C) heating water was used. Thus, in particular, 
the temperatures in the middle of the growth bags in 
January and early February were in the 16-17° C range 
in the north bay while they were as high as 27-28° C in 
the south bay. Smaller temperature increases were 
observed with cooler water in the heating pipes, but in 
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all cases the increase was in the range which had pre-
viously been shown to be beneficial for vegetative 
growth of lettuce plants. 
BASIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
For an uninsulated greenhouse, and under Ohio 
weather conditions except for the very mild periods in 
early fall and late spring, the heat requirement of a 
greenhouse is likely to exceed the amount of heat avail-
able from soil heating by quite a bit. Typically, at peak 
demand an Ohio, double-poly greenhouse may require 
215 W/ m 2 (1650 Btu/ ft 2/ day) and soil heating can only 
be expected to supply about one-third of this require-
ment. Thus, soil heating should be undertaken only as 
part of an overall greenhouse heating system. 
The simplest and least expensive method of transfer-
ring heat to the soi l is to circulate warm water through 
flexible plastic pipes buried in moist sand. Mainte-
nance of adequate moisture in the sand around the 
pipes is particularly important for good heat transfer. 
In order to meet this requirement, it is advisable to 
design the system so that a water table can be main-
tained at, or just below, the level of the heat pipes 
and a lso to use warm water at a temperature of 40° C 
(104° F) or less. 
If the heated soil is to be used directly as the growth 
medium, then the heating pipes must be buried suffi -
ciently deep to prevent damage by tillage equipment. 
Otherwise, as with the use of growth bags placed on the 
soil surface, pipes spaced 20 cm (8 in.) apart and 10 
to 20 cm (4 to 8 in.) deep should provide both adequate 
heat distribution throughout the soil and maximum 
heat transfer to the air of the greenhouse. A greater 
spacing, up to 40 cm ( 16 in.) , will reduce system cost but 
will also reduce performance somewhat. 
Operating experience has shown that 2 cm (3 / 4 in.) 
diameter, flexible, high-density polyethylene pipe (or 
similar plastic pipe suitable for operation at water main 
pressures and moderate temperatures) is appropriate 
for soil heating applications. Individual pipe runs, 
from supply header to return header (Fig. 57), should 
be no more than 120 m (400 ft) long, and the flow rate 
of water in each run should be approximately 0.1 Lis 
(1.5 gpm) or greater. Water temperature can be con-
trolled as shown in Figure 58. 
The circulation pump should be designed for con-
tinuous operation with warm water and sized to pro-
vide the total circulation needed (number of runs times 
flow per run) against a pressure head of 10 to 15 psi. The 
TABLE 4.-Relative Humidity of Air in a Polysty-
rene-Pellet Insulated Greenhouse with a Tomato 
Crop. 
Daytime 
Nighttime 
Double Plastlc 
Greenhouse 
72 - 93% 
75 - 88% 
Pellet Insulated and 
Floor Heated Greenhouse 
81 - 94% 
90 - 93% 
Supply--' 
1-1/4" (80 lb Pressure) 
Poly Pipe Headers 
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1 I I I I I I I I I I I 
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heating system should provide hot water for mixing a t 
temperatures above 50° C (120° F) and should have a 
capacity of around 130 W/ m 2 (40 Btu/ hr/ ft 2 ) of green-
house to be hea ted. 
Finally , a warm moist floor can increase the humid-
ity of the greenhouse air, a nd some form of moisture 
barrier a t the soil surface is desirable. A simple, white 
(for light reflection), plas tic mulch should serve this 
purpose without significantly affecting heat transfer. 
CONCLUSION 
This bulletin has set forth the results of a decade of 
soil heating research at OSU/OARDC. The basic scien-
tific information in this area is now reasonably well 
established and is being incorporated into technologi-
ca l designs. The benefits of soil hea ting are also pres-
ently being studied in terms of their effect within tota l 
greenhouse energy conservation schemes. Within this 
context, it is anticipated that soil heating will make a n 
important contribution to the future of the greenhouse 
industry. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
OlMENSION X(68),F(b8):AJINV(68,68),W(l0000) 
EXTERNAL Kl.KZ OL,02 ~ALEUN 
COMHON/CQM/ rf ,rw1,tw2,THWl,THW2,ts,fHS,Tl T~L, 
___ t BOUNDARY CONDIT IONS 
c 
TI = 32.5 
TW1=3 2 .5 
TS=l7.5 
TL=0.82*(Tl-TS)+TS 
THWl=0.04 
THWZ=0.04 
THS =0.15 
THL =0.25 
l=7 
NP1=30 
NP2=NPl+l-3 
NM=l*M 
-- -- ----~--~_Mlf-=:Ji.M±.L~--,---- --------------------­NP l NM= NP l +NM 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
6011 
6021 
6031 
6041 
6l!tl 
6001 
NP2NM =NP2+NM 
NM2=2*NM N=f CL-Z>*CM-2)-2)*2 
Nl=N/2 
N=N+2 
I ST ART=l+2 
IEND=NM-L-1 
INITIAL GUESS OF TFMPERATURES ANO MOISTURES 
J=O 
oo 6001 I=ISTART,IENO 
R=FLOAT(l)/FLOAT(L) 
IF(R.fQ,(FLOATClFIXCR)))) GO TO 6001 
_NCH ECK = -C I F I X ( R I ) * l + l 
IF(NCHECK.EQ.I) GO TO 6001 
IF(l~cQ,NPl.OR.T.fQ,NP2) GO TO 6001 
J=J+l 
J~lz~+Nl 
CONTINUE 
XCN-l)=THWl 
X( N )=THW2 
SET PARAMETERS AND CALL NONLIN 
DSTEP=0.0001 
ACC=0.00000001 
MAXFUN=400 
OMA X= 10. 
IPRINT=O 
CALL NONLINCN,X,F,AJINV,OSTEP,OMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,IPRINT,W) 
IPRINI=l 
CALL NONLIN(N,X,F,AJINV,OSTEP,O~AX,ACC,MAXFUN,tPP,INT,W) 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE CALFUNCN,X,f) 
REAi Kl,K2,KJIIFK2IJ 
WRITE(6.757) 
37 
757 FORMAT(2X, 1 CALFUN') 
DO 6000 1=1,L 
TC!+NMJ = THS 
T( I +NM-L) =TL 
6000 TCl+N~2-L)=THL 
l(NPl = 
T(NP2 J=TW2 
TC NPlNM) = X ( N-1) 
T(NP2NM) =X(N) 
DO 1000 f=ISTART,l~ND 
R=FLOAT(lJ/FLOAT(L) 
IF(R.EQ.(FLOAT(IFJX(R)))) GO TO 1000 
1010 NCHECK = (JEIX(Rt>•L+l 
1020 
1030 
1000 
IF(NCHECK.EQ.I) GO TO 1000 
IFCl.EQ.NPl.OR.l.EQ.NP2) GO TO 1000 
J=J+l 
Tl I t=Xl.!l!CTI-TSt+IS 
T( I +NM)= X ( J +N l) 
CONTINUF. 
NHL l=NM-L+ l 
00 \1 I 0 I = l , NM I 1 , I 
TCl)=T(l+2) 
TCI+NM)=T(l+NM+ZJ 
T(I+L-l)=T(l+L-3) 
J 1 I 0 If I +NM+! - 1 ): T (I +NM+I -3) 
1011 
1021 
I O]l 
l=O 
00 1001 J=ISTART,IFNO 
R=FLOAT(J)/FLOAT(L) 
JECR.EO.(FIOATCIEIXCRl)I) GO TO 1001 
NCHECK=CIFIX(R)t•l+l 
IFCNCHECK.EQ.J) GO TO 1001 
IFCJ.EQ.NPl.OR.J.tQ.NP2) GO T~ 1001 
l=l+J 
KlTJ=KlCT(J),T(J+NM)) 
K2TJ=K2(T(J),T(J+NM)) 
OlTJ=Ol(T(J+NM)) 
02TJ=02(J(J+NMI I 
JPNM=J+NM 
JMl=J-1 
JPl=J+l 
JPL=J+L 
JMlPNM=J-l+NM 
JML PNM=J-L+NM 
JPlPNM=J+l+NM 
JPL PNM=J+l+NM 
FTl = ({KlTJ+Kl(T(JMl)fT(JMlPNM)))/2.t•TfJ~ll 
c-cZ.•KlTJ+(Kl(T(JMl),T JMlPNM))+Kl(T(JPl),T(JDlPN~)) 
c + Kl (!(JML t.TCJMLPNM) )+KllT«JPL t.ICJPL PN"1)) 112. l*Il.t 
C+CCK1(T(JPl),T(JPlPNM))~KliJ>l2.)!T(JPl ) 
c+lf KllTIJMLJ·If JMLPNMJl+KtTJl~~·l*JfJML I C+ Kl T JPL ,T JPLPNM +K TJ • * JPL 
FTHl= ((K2TJ+K2(T(JMl),T(JMlPNM)))/2.)*TCJMlP~~) 
C-(2.*K2TJ+(K2(T(JMl),T(JHlPNM))+K2(T(JPl) 9 TCJPlP~~)) C + K21TCJML),J(JMLPNMll+K2CI<JPLl.TCJPLPNMlll/2.)*TCJP~~) 
C+((K2(T(JPl),T(JPlPNM))+K2TJ)l2.)•T(JPlPN~) 
C+((K2(T(J~L),T(JMLPNM))+K2TJ)l2.)•T(JMLPNM) 
C+((K2(TCJPL),TCJPLPNM))+K2TJ)/2.)•TCJPLPN~) 
~-JI =fr 1 +ff-111 
'=tt. +IJltfCJMlPNM)))/2.l•TCJMl I 
C-(2.•0lTJ+(Ol(T(JMlPNM))+OlCT(JPlPN~))+O!'T(J~L P~~))+)l(T( 
CJPLPNM)))/2.)*T(J ) 
C +C ( Dl (I« JP l PNflO ) +D l TJ J/2. I *Tl.JP 
C+((Ol(T(JMLPNM))+DlTJ)/2.)*TCJMl 
C+((Ol(!CJPLPNM))+Dl!J)/2.)•T(JPL ) 
. FTH2= ((02TJ+02CT(JM1PN~)))/2.)*TCJM1P~~) 
E-12,•D2TJ+CDfCifJ~lP~Mll+02(T(JPlPNMl)+02(T(JMLPNMll+Q2(T( 
38 
1001 CONTINUE 
00 1041 JJ•l,2 
5~~~~-NE.llGO TO 1043 1042 
l=N-1 
GO TO 1044 
1043 J=NP2 
t=N 
1044 KlTJ=Kl(!(J),T(J+NM)) 
K2TJ=K2(T(J),T(J+NM)) 
OlIJ=Ol\IIJ+NMtj 02TJ=02 T J+NM 
JPNH=J+N~ 
JHl=J-1 
JPl=J+l 
JHL•J-L 
JPL=J+l 
JMl PNM=J-1 +NM 
i"~ PNM=~ -'t ·~A 
C J L PN M ) I • T J ) 
C+((Ol(T(JPlPNM))+OlTJ)/2.)*T(JPl ) 
C+((Ol(T(JMLPNM))+Ol!J)/2.)*T(JML ) 
C+((Cl(TiJPLPNMll~DlTJ)/l )*!(JPL ) FfH2= ((02TJ+02t1TJM1PNMfJJ/2.J•T(JMIPNMJ 
C-(2.•02TJ+(02(!(JM1PNM)t+D2(T(JP1PNM))+J2CTCJMLPN~))+~2CTC 
CJPLPNM)))/2.)*T(JPNM) 
E•1102ir1JP~P~Mlf+D2IJJl2.>•TlJPtPNMI 
+ 02 T JM PM +D2TJ /2.l•T JM PNM 
C+((02(T(JPLPNH))+D2!J)/2.>•TCJPLPNMI 
F( 11• FT2 +FTH2 
10~1 CONTINUf 
RETURN 
REAL FUNCTION Kl(TE~P THETA , Bt~ = l8:::f fi~,~~8:~1t:lfU~Jt:8:9~1;b:~l' 
504 Kl = (CON0/1000.I + CDTV•(597.+0.433*TEMP)+ 
COTL*T~MP,/(3600.*24.) 
RETURN 
ENO 
K2 z CDTHV*(597.+0.433•TEMP)+)T~L*TEM )/(3600.•24.) 
RETURN 
END 
39 
Dl = (OTV+OTL)/(3600.*24.) 
RETURN 
·~~~E~N~D..__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~ 
FUNCTION 02(THETA) 
793 OTHf = k0e**b(~g910.2l)*CTHETA-0.26)+l.9) IF( AET • T. • ) 
COTHV = 10•**((-0.7/0.035)*(THET~-0.06)+0.25) 
791 IFCTHETA.GE.0.06) 
COTHV = 10.**((-2.25/0.0bl*(THETA-0.06)+0.25) 
799 CONTINUE 
02 = (OTHV+DTHL)/(3600.*24.) 
RETURN 
ENO 
40 
APPENDIX B 
WASTE HEAT UTILIZATION IN WARMING UP SOILS IN GREENHOUSE 
*** DEVELPOED BY AmlED E. AmlED AB A PAIIT OF DISSERTATION *** 
* * THIS PROGRAK IS TO SOLVE THE COUPLED HEAT 8 'MOISTURE TRAlfSFER IN 
* SOIL WITH SUBSURFACE HEATING. 
* THE DEVELOPED MODEL USES THE PHILLIP 8 DEVRIES'S APPMACB Ift THE 
* APPLICATION OF SOIL SUBSURFACE HEATING BY BURIED PIPE NET WORK 
*  THE TEMPERATURE AT THE 10 CM DEEP IS USED AS IS TO REPRF.sEIIT THE 
* UPPER BOUNDARY CONDITION. 
* * COMPUTER VARIABLES - NOMENCLATURE. 
*  SBP : SPACiftG BETWEEI'( PIPF.S, CM. 
* DD : DOMAIN DEPTH , CM. 
* PD : PIPE DEPTH <MEASURED FMM THE WATER TABLE>. 
* ftBP: ftUMBER OF HORIZONTAL POlftTS. 
* 1'VP1 1'UMBER OF VERTICAL POINTS. 
* RP POSITION OF THE BEATING PIPE COUNTlftG FMM DOWK UP. 
* DX DISTANCE BETIIEE1' NODES,HORIZONTAL • VERTICAL lft CK. 
* TS SURFACE OR TOP DOMAIN TEMPERATURE, DEG C. 
* TB BOTI'OM TEl'IPERATURE,DEG C. 
* ll'S : SURFACE OR TOP DOMAIN MOISTURE COftTEIIT,(VOLU11ETRIC>. 
* WB 1 BOTI'OM MOISTURE CONTEftT <VOLUMETRIC>. 
* LB : HEAT OF VAPORIZATION. 
* TI : IftITIAL SOIL TEMPERATURE, DEG C. 
* WI INITIAL SOIL WATER CONTENT,<VOLUMETRIC>. 
* PT PIPE TEMPERATURE, DEG C. 
* TF 11'TEGRATOR OUTPUT FOR TEMPERATURE. 
* WF : INTEGRATOR OUTPUT FOR WATER CONTENT 
* WPO : MOISTURE PMFILE ABOVE AND BELOW PIPES. 
* WPB : MOISTURE PMFILE MIDWAY BETWEEI'( PIPES. 
* Tl& : TIME DEPENDENT TEMPERATURE AT 10 CM DEEP,<TEMPl9). 
* nmse I MEASURED TEMPERATURE AT 38 CM DEEP MIDWAY BETWEElf PIPES. 
* T<I,J> : NODE TEMPERATURE, DEG C 
* W< I, J) : NODE WATER CONTENT , VOLUMETRIC 
* TDOT<I,J> : NODE RATE OF CHANGE OF TEPIPERA'nJRE 
* WOOT<l,J) : NODE RATE OF CHANGE OF WATER CORTEKT 
* THE PROGRAM SOLVES FOR < NBP X ftVP) MOISTURE UJUClff>WR& , ARD Ll'.88 BY 
* ORE TEMPERATURE UNKNOWNS.< PIPE TEMPERATURE IS ALWAYS DOWK ). 
* ************************************************************************ 
* *  THIS RUN IS FOR THE SAND TEST PLOT AT THE ... DEG C BEATING LEVEL  
* * ************************************************************************ 
/ DIMENSION T<4,7) , TOOT<4,7> 
/ DIMENSION W<4,7> , WDOTC4,7> 
/ DIMENSION DL<4,7) , DV<4,7> , DT<4,7) 
/ DIMENSION THK<4,7> , DK<4,7> , C<4,7) 
/ DIMENSION WP0<7> , WPB<7> 
* * GENERATION OF FUNCTIONS 
* ALL THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS ARE MOISTURE-DEPE1'DEIIT. 
*  BDK: GENERATES THE BYDRAUL IC CONDUCTIVITY <BX, Cl!YBR. > 
* FlJlfCTION BDK=0.0,.900001,.05,.00001,.1,.8217,.123,.1888,.18,.178, 
* 
* 
* 
.2,.280,.25,.24,.3,.6,.33,2.81 
VAPDIF GENERATES THE ISOTHERMAL VAPOR DIFFUSIVJ_TY <DV,SQ C!YDAY> 
FUlfCTION VAPDIF=e.e,e.e,.01,3.142,.82,9.148,.es,t.663,.&t,1.61, 
.0G,1.GG9,.86,1.G87,.87,l.433,.98,1.498,.e9,1.3314,.1,1.299, 
- ·-~-· .779, .23, .319, .3, .2399, .33,8 •• 
* 
* 
ISTIDID GEftERATES ' TBE ISO-TllERKAL MOISTURE DIFFUSIVITY <DL,SQ Cl'VDAY> 
FUlfCTIOft ISTHMD=8.8,8.8,0.81,3.142,.02,9.148,.03,l.663,.04,l.61, 
* 
• 03. 7. 0' • 056' 16. 8' • 111. 110. 0' • 15. 418. 8 •• 16' 530. 0 •. 17. 640. 0 • 
• 18,730.8,.19,700.0,.2,580.0,.219,538.0,.2375,610.0,.25,730.8, 
.3,2350.0,.3373,6300.0,.35,7200.0 
THMD GENERATES THE THERMAL MOISTURE DIFFUSIVITY <DT,SQ. CM/DAY DEG C> 
,.. 
FUJICTION THMD=0.0,.01,.02,.81,.03,.024,.05,.0245,.075,.05,.1,.32, 
• 15. 1. 63,. 2,3.25, .25, 7 .6,. 3, 15.0, .325 ,28. 5, .35 ,28. 5 
* TllKD GENERATF.B THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY <THK,l'EAL/SEC CM DEG C> 
* FUKCTIOR TllKD=8.8,1.15,.8123,3.9,.025,4.5,.85,4.9,.1,5.5,.13,6.1, 
.2.6.6,.23.7.8,.3,7.23,.33,7.7 
41 
FU1'CTI01' PIPTEKs8.8,36.3,2. ,36.2,4. ,36.8,6. ,35.9,8. ,35.8, 18. ,35.6, .•. 
12. ,35.7, 14. ,311.8, 16. ,315.9, 18. ,36.1,28. ,36.1,22. ,35.9,24. ,35.9, •.. 
26.,33.9,28.,33.7,38.,33.7,32.,35.7,34.,35.6,36.,35.5,38.,35.7, •.. 
48.,36.8,42.,36.2,44.,36.3,46.,36.3,48.,36.2,58.,36.1,52.,36.0, ... 
34.,35.9,56.,33.7,38.,33.7,60.,35.7,62.,33.8,64.,36.l,66.,36.l, • .. 
68.,36.3,70.,36.2,72.,36.1,74.,35.9,76.,35.9,78.,35.8,80.,35.8, .. . 
82.,35.7,84.,35.8,86.,35.9,88.,36.2,90.,36.4,92.,36.6,94.,36.6, . . . 
96. ,36.4 
* FUNCTION TEMP10=0.0,30.9,2.,30.3,4.,29.8,6.,29.5,8.,29.4,10.,30.6, 
12 . , 3 1 . 7 , 14 • , 3 1 . 9 , 16 . , 3 I • 9 , 18. , 31 • 3 , 20 . , 30 . 7 , 22 . , 30 • 3 , 24 . , 30 . 1 , .. . 
26.,29.8,28.,29.7,30.,29.6,32.,29.4,34.,30.5,36.,32.0,38.,33.7, .. . 
40.,34.2,42.,34.1,44.,32.8,46 . ,31.6,48.,30.8,50.,30.3,52.,30.0, .. . 
34. ,29.7,56. ,29.6,58. ,38.8,68. ,31.7,62. ,32.7,64. ,32.6,66. ,32.3, .. . 
68.,31.4,70.,30.8,72.,30.3,74.,30.0,76.,29.7,78.,29.4,80.,29.4, .. . 
82.,30.6,84.,32.1,86.,33.7,88.,34.5,90.,34.3,92.,33.0,94.,31.8, .. . 
96. ,31.0 
* FUKCTION TMD30=0.0,34.6,2.,34.4,4.,34.1,6.,33.9,8.,33.8,10.,33.7, 
12. ' 33 . 1' 14 •• 33 • 9 ' 16 •• 34. 1 ' 18 •• 34 . 1 • 20 . ' 34 • 1 ' 22 .• 34 . 0 • 24 . ' 33 . 9 •... 
26.,33.8,28.,33.7,30.,33.6,32.,33.6,34.,33.6,36.,33.6,38.,33.9, ..• 
40.,34.2,42.,34.4,44.,34.6,46.,34.6,48.,34.5,50.,34 . 3,52.,34.1, •.. 
34.,33.9,56.,33.7,58.,33.7,60.,33.8,62.,34.0,64.,34.2,66.,34.2, .•. 
68.,34.2 , 70.,34.2,72.,34.1,74.,33.9,76.,33.8,78.,33.8,80.,33.7, .. . 
82. ,33.6,84. ,33.7,86. ,34.0,88. ,34.3,90. ,34.6,92. ,34.7,94. ,34.7, .. . 
* 
* 
96. ,34.6 
FIXED I,J,K,L,M,N,NP,ftBP,1'VP,1'Pl,NP2,NVPl,LM,MK,NN,KK 
* PARAllf SBP=38. , DDz40. , PD•28. , DX=3. 
PARAllf TB=33.23 , W10=9.043 , WB=8.33 
PARAllf LH=597.0 , Ctz0.32 
* INITIAL 
*  TABLE IS A ORE DIPIERSIONAL ARRAY TO BE USED AB INITIAL COlmlTION 
* 11' THE IftTEGRATIOft PROCF.SS. 
*  1>. MOISTURE lftITIAL CORDITION 
* TABLE WI<1-2>=2•.2892,WI<S-4>•2*.3323,Wl(3-6>=2*.2571,WI<7-8>•2*·3168 
TABLE Wl(9-10>=2*.2339,Wl<ll-12)=2*.2337,WI<l3-14>=2*.2129 
TABLE WI<13-16>=2*.1527,WI<17-18>z2*.1227,WIC19-20>=2*.0930 
TABLE WI<21-22>=2*.8781, WI<23-24>=2*.9712, WH25-26>=2*.0337 
TABLE WI<27~28>•2*.0503 
*  2>. TEMPERATURE I!flTIAL CONDITION 
* TABLE TI<1>=32.88,TIC2>=32.81J,TI<3>=32.82,Tl<4>=32.88,TI<IJ>•SS.32 
TABLE TI<6>=33.23,TIC7>=33.11,TI<8>=33.07,TI<9>=33.97,TIC18)z83,61 
TABLE TI<ll)=33.34,TI<l2)=33.25,TIC 13>=35.37,TI<l4>=33.39 
TABLE TI<l5>=33.25,TI<16>=33.70,TIC17>=33.33,TI<l8)=33.03, TI<19>•S2.95 
TABLE Tl<20>=32.73,TI<21>=32.62,TIC22>=32.50,TIC23>•32.45,TI<24>=31.91 
TABLE TI<23>=31.88,TI<26)=31.84,TI<27>=31.82 
* * EVALUATIOft OF SURFACE PARAMETER 
* W8•W18 
BIB • AJ'Cll< BDIC, 'WS) 
TBIB•S.6*A1'GER<TBICD,'WS> 
DLS•l./24.•1'LFGU<ISTll!ID,W8) 
DT8•1,/24.•1'LFGll(TJDID,W8> 
D\'lfal,/24.•RLFCU<VAPDIF,W&> 
* EVALUATI01' OF BOTTOM PARAMETER 
* 
* 
BKB • AFGEft( BDK, WB> 
THICB=3.6*AFGEftCTifKD,1ffl) 
DLBzt,/24.*ftLFGENC ISTBMD,WB> 
DTB=l./24.*NLFGENCTBMD,WB> 
DVB=0.0 
 CALCULATING THE NUMBER OF VERTICAL Al'D HORIZONTAL NODES 
* AND THE ~OSITION OF THE PIPE 
* NVP= ~ DD/DX> - l 
NBP=CSBP/2)/DX+l 
NP= PD/DX 
* NOSORT 
* * DOMAIN INITIALIZATION 
* INITIAL TEMPERATURE 
* DO 18 1=1,NBP 
10 READ (3,300> <T<l,J>,J•l,NVP> 
308 J'ORIL\T <7F6.3) 
42 
* llUTIAL l'IOISTURE COIITEIIT 
* * READ 11' TBE Im IS'nJRE PROF I LE 01' THE P IPF.S 
* 
* 
READ <5,358) <WPO<J>,J•l,RVP> 
DO II 1=1,2 
DO 11 J= \ , 1'VP 
11 WC I ,J) =WPO< J) 
 READ 11' THE MOISTURE PROFILE BETWEE1' PIPF.s 
* 
* 
* 
12 
358 
READ <5,356> <WPB<J>,J=l,NVP> 
DO 12 1=3,NHP 
DO 12 J=l,NVP 
W< l,J>=WPB<J> 
FORMAT <7F6.5) 
DlCSQ • DX**2 
SORT 
DY1'AKIC 
NOSORT 
*  EVALUATI01' OF THE TRANSPORT COEFFICIEftTS AT THE 11'1TIAL TEPIPERATURE 
* ARD MOISTURE CONTENT CONDITIONS. 
* IF<TIME.EQ.6.) GO TO 1 
* * UPDATllfG THE NODES MOISTURE CONTENT 
* 
* 
Uf:6 
DO 15 M= I, NVP 
DO 15 L= I, NHP 
LPl=Llf+ I 
15 W< L, Pl> =WF< LM> 
* UPDATING THE NODES TEMPERATURE A1'D BYPASSII'fG TBE l'fODE AT TBE PIPE 
* 
... 
LPl=8 
NPl=NP-1 
DO 16 M=l,NPl 
DO - 16 L= I, NHP 
LM=LM+I 
16 T<L,M>=TF<LM> 
Ll'l=LM 
M=NP 
DO 17 L=2,NHP 
LM=LM+ I 
17 T<L,M>=TF<LM> 
LK=LPI 
NP2=NP+I 
M=NP2 
DO 18 M= 1'P2, 1'VP 
DO 18 L= I ,NBP 
LPl=Llf+ 1 
18 T<L,M>=TF<Ll'D 
* UPDATING THE TRA1'SPORr COEFFICIEftTS 
-IC 
* 
DO 26 M=l,NVP 
DO 26 L= I, NBP 
C<L,M>= Cl+W<L,!'D 
BK<L,M>=AFGEN<HDK,W<L,M>> 
1'HK<L,M>=3.6*AFGE1'<TBKD,W<L,!'D) 
DL<L,M>=l./24.*NLFGEft<ISTllMD,W<L,!'D> 
DT<L,M>=l./24.*1'LFGEN<TIIMD,W<L,l'D> 
28 DV<L,M>=l./24.*NLFGElf<VAPDIF,W<L,!'D> 
 ASSIGNE PIPE TEMPERATURE 
* 
* 
PT=AFGEN<PIPTEM,TIME> 
T< I, NP>= PT 
TBP38=NLFGEN<TMD36,TIME) 
T16=NLFGEN<TEMPl8,TIME> 
TS=T16 
 DEVELOPING OF THE NODE TEMPERATURE A1'D M>ISTURE EQUATIOl'l'S 
* 
*  NODE < I , I> : 
* TD=TIIK< 1,1>*<2.*<T<2, 1>-T<t,l>>+TC1,2)+TB-2.*T<l,1>> 
1'D=TD+<T< 1,2)-TB>*<THK< 1,2)-TllKB)/4. 
1'D=TD-LH*<DV<l,1>*<2.*<W<2,l)-W(l,l))+W(1,2)+WB-2.*W<t,1))) 
TD=TD-LB*<<DV< 1.2>-DVB>*<W< 1.2>-WB>>/ 4. 
'11:101'<1, 1>=TD/CDlCS'2*C<t,t>> 
WD=DL< 1, 1>*<2.*< W<2, 1)-W< 1, l>) +W< 1,2>+WB-2. *W< 1, l>) 
WD•WD+<W<l,2>-WB>*<DL<I,2>-DLB> /4. 
WD=WD+DT<l,1>*<2.•<T<2,1>-T<l,1>>+T<l,2>+TB-2.*T<l,1>> 
WD=<WD+<DT<l,2>-DTB>*<T<l,2>-TB>/4,)/DlCSQ 
WDOT< l,1)•WD+<BK<1,2>-BKB>/C2.•DX> 
43 
* BO'ITOK RODES < 2 - < RBP- 1> , 0 
* 
* 
ft:sRBP-1 
DO 38 1=2,1' 
TDzTBK<I,l>*<T<I+l,l>+T<I-1,l>+T<I,2>+TB-4.*T<I,l>> 
TD=TD+< TDK< l+l, 0-TBK< 1-1, I)>*< T< I+ 1, 1)-T< 1-1, 1> )/4. 
TD=TD+<THK<l,2>-THKB>*<T<l,2)-TB)/4, 
TD=TD-LH*<DV< I, l>*<W< l+l, l>+W< 1-1, l>+W< I,2)+WB-4.*W< I, 1))) 
TD=TD-LH*<DV<I+l,1>-DV<l-l,1>>*<W<I+l,l)-W(l-l,l))/ 4. 
1D=TD-LH*<DV<l,2>-DVB>*<W<I,2>-WB>/ 4. 
TDOT< I, 1J =TD/( DXSQ;l:C( I, 1 > > 
WD=DU I, 0 *< W< I+ 1, 1 > +W< 1-1, I> +W< I, 2>+WB-4. *W< I, 1> > 
WD=WD+<DL<l+l,1)-DL<I-l,l>>*<W<I+l,1>-W<I-1,1))/4 
WD=WD+<DL<I,2>-DLB>*<W<I,2)-WB)/4. 
WD=WD+DT< I, l>*<T< l+l, l>+T< 1-1, l>+T< I,2>+TB-4.*T< I, 1)) 
WD= WD+ < DT< I+ l , 1 ) - DT< I - l , 1 > > * < T< I+ 1 , 1 ) -T< I - 1 , 1> > / 4 . 
WD=<WD+<DT<I,2>-DTB>*<T<I,2>-TB>/4.)/DXSQ 
38 WDOT<I,l>=WD+<HK<I,2>-HKB>/(2.*DX> 
 RODE CNBP,l> : 
* 
* 
K=IOIP 
TD=THK<K,1>*<2.*<T<N,1>-T<K,l>>+T<K,2>+TB-2.*T<K,1>> 
TD=TD+<T<K,2>-TB>*<TIIK<K,2>-THKB>/4. 
1D=TD-LH*<DV<K,1>*<2.*<W<N,l>-W<K,l>>+W<K,2>+WB-2.*W<~,l>>> 
TD=TD-LH*<DV<K,2>-DVB>*<W<K,2>-WB)/ 4. 
TDOT<K,l>=TD/(DXSQ;l:C<K,1>> 
WD=DL<K,1>*<2.*<W<N,1>-W<K,l>>+W<K,2>+WB-2.*W<K,1>> 
WD=WD+<W<K,2>-WB>*<DL<K,2>-DLB)/4, 
WD=WD+DT<K,1>*<2.*<T<N,1>-T<K,l>>+T<K,2>+TB-2.*T<K,l)) 
WDz<WD+<DT<K,2>-DTB>*<T<K,2>-TB)/4.>/DXSQ 
WDOT<K,1>sWD+<HK<K,2>-HKB>/C2.*DX> 
* DOPIAIR LEFT SIDE, FROM J=2 TO THE RODE BEFOR THE PIPE. 
* TEMPERATURE EQUATIORS 
* RP f sRP-1 
DO ff J=2,1'Pl 
m•THJC( 1, J) *< 2•< T< 2, J>-T< I, J)) +T( 1,J+ l>+T< 1,J-1)-2. *T( 1,.n) 
TD•TD+<T<l,J+l>-T<l,J-t>>•<TBK<l,J+l)-TBK<l,J-1))/4, 
mzTD-LH*DV<t,J>•<2.*<W<2,J>-WC1,J>>+W<l,J+J>+W<l,J-l>-2.*W<I,J>> 
TD•TD-LH•<<DV<1,J+l>-DV<l,J-l>>•<W<1,J+1>-W<l,J-1>>>/ 4 • 
... TDOT< l,J) = TD/<DXSQ;l:CC J,J)) 
* DOPIAIR LEFT SIDE TEMPERA'nJRE EQUATI01'8-A1'TER THE PIPE 
* 
* 
lfP2"'1'P+ l 
KVP la KVP- I 
DO 18 J=1'P2,1'VPI 
TD-TllK<l,J>*<2.•<T<2,J>-T<1,J>>+T<l,J+l>+T<J,J-1>-2.*T<l,J>> 
Tn•TD+<T<l,J+t>-T<l.J-1>>*<TBK<l.J+l>-TBK<1.J-1>>/4. 
TDsTD-LH*DV<l,J>•<2;*<W<2,J>-W<i;J>>+W<l,J+i>+W(l,J-t>-2.•W<l,J>> 
TD•TD-LH*<<DV<l,J+l>-DV<t,J-l>>*<W<l,J+l>-W<l,J-1)))/ 4. 
18 TDOT<l,J>=TD/<DXSQ;l:C<l,J)) 
* DOMA.11' LEFT SIDE !tOIS'nJRE EQUATIORS FROM J•2 ro 1'VP1 
* 
* 
DO 68 J=2,1'VPI 
WO-DL<1,J>*<2.*<W<2,J>-W<l,J>>+W<l,J+l>+W<l,J-1)-2.*W<l,J>> 
lm•WD+<W<l,J+l>-W<l,J-1>>•<DL<l,J+1>-DL<1,J-l))/4. 
lm•WD+DTC1,J>•<2.*CT(2,J>-T<l,J>>+T<l,J+l>+T<1,J-1>-2.*T<1,J>> 
lm•<WD+<DT<l,J+l>-DT<l,J-1>>•<T<1,J+1>-T<1,J-1))/4.)/DXSCl 
68 WDOT<l,J>=WD+<HK<l,J+l>-HK<l,J-1>>/(2.*DX> 
 UP LEFT COMER NODE < 1, KVP> : 
* 
* 
K•RVP 
PDfaft-1 
TD=TBK< l,M>*<2.*<T<2,M>-T< 1,PD>+TS+T< l,PDl>-2.*T< l,PD> 
TD•TD+< TS-T< 1, MM>>*< THKS-THK< 1, MM>> /4, 
TD=TD-LH*DV< l, PD*< 2. •< W< 2, M>-W< l, M> >+lriS+W< I, MM>-2. *W< 1, PD) 
TDmTD-LH*<DVS-DV<l,MM>>*<WS-W<l,MM>>/ 4. 
TOOT< l, PD =TD/( DXSQ;l:C( l, M> > 
WzDL< 1, M> *< 2. *<WC 2, M>-W< 1, M> > +lriS+W< l, MM>-2. •W< 1, PD> 
WD-WD+<WS-W<I,MM>>•<DLS-DL<l,MM))/4. 
WD=WD+DT< l,PD*<2.*<T<2,M>-T< l,M»+TS+T< l,MM>-2.*T< l,PD> 
WD=<WD+<DTS-DT<l,MM>>•<TS-T<l,MM>>/4.)/DXSQ 
WDOT<l,M>=WD+<BKS-HK<l,MM>>/C2.•DX> 
 TOP RODES (2 - <RHP-1> ,NVP> : 
* R•RBP-1 
J•RVP 
DO Te 1•2,1' 
'l'l)llTBKC l,J>•<T< 1+1,J>+T< 1-1,J>+TS+TC I,J-1)-4.*TC I,J> > 
'l"l)il'J'D+<TBK< l+l,.J>-TB< 1-1,J»•<T< l+l,,J>-T< 1-1,J))/4. 
TD-TD+<TlllB-TBKCI,J-l>>•<TS-T<l,J-l))/4, 
TDsTD-LH•DV<l.J>•<W<l+l,J>+W<I-l,J>+llB+WCI,J-l>-4.*Y<l,J>> 
44 
* 
'J'DaTD-LH*<DV< l+l,J>-DV< 1-1,J»*<W< I+l,J>-W< 1-1,J))/ 4. 
TD=TD-LH*<DVS-DV< 1,J-1>>*<WS-W< l,J-1))/ 4. 
TOOT< l,J>=TD/(DXS'l*C< l,J)) 
WD=DL<I,J>*<W<l+1,J>+W<I-1,J>+WB+W<I,J-1>-4.*W<I,J>> 
WD=WD+<DL< 1+1,J>-DL< 1-1,J»*<W< I+l,J>-W< 1-1,J))/4. 
WD=WD+<DLS-DL< 1,J-l))*<WS-W<I,J-1))/4. 
WD=WD+DT~ I, J) *< T< I+ l, J) +T< 1-1,J> +TS+T< I ,J-1)-4. *T< I, J)) 
WD=WD+<Dll'< 1+1,J>-DT< 1-1,J»*<T< l+l,J>-T< 1-1,J))/4. 
WD=<WD+<DTS-DT<l,J-l>>*<TS-T<l,J-1))/4.l/DXSQ 
79 'WDOT<l,J>=WD+<HKS-HK<I,J-1))/(2.*DX> 
 UP RIGIIT CORNER NODE <NHP,NVP> : 
* 
* 
L=NHP 
H=NHP-1 
N=NVP 
TD=THK<L,N>*<2.*<T<H,N>-T<L,N>>+TS+T<L,N-l>-2.*T<L,N>> 
1D=TD+<TS-T<L,N-l>>*<THKS-THKCL,N-l))/4, 
TD=TD-LH*DV<L,N>*<2.*<W<M,N>-W<L,N))+liS+W<L,N-1>-2.*W(L,N>> 
1D=TD-LH*<DVS-DV<L,N-l>>*<WS-W<L,N-1>>/ 4. 
TDOT< L, IO =TD/( DXS'l*C< L, JO> 
WD=DL<L,l'f>*<2.*<W<M,N>-W<L,N>>+l!S+W<L,N-l>-2.*W<L,N>> 
WD=WD+<WS-W<L,N-l>>*<DLS-DL<L,l'f-1))/4. 
WD=WD+DT<L,N>*<2.*<T<H,N>-T<L,N>>+TS+T<L,N-1>-2.*T<L,N>> 
WD=<WD+<DTS-DT<L,N-l>>*<TS-T<L,N-ll)/4,l/DXSQ 
'WDOT<L,N>=WD+<HKS-HK<L,N-ll)/(2.*DX> 
 DOl'IAlft RIGHT SIDE NODE EQUATIONS : 
* 
* 
ft:sftHP 
ftft• NHP- 1 
NVP 1 = NVP- 1 
DO 88 J=2,NVP1 
TD•THK<N,J>*<2.*<T<NN,J>-T<N,J>>+T<ft,J+l>+T<ft,J-1>-2.*T<ft,J)) 
'll)aTD+<T<N,J+l>-T<N,J-l>>*<THK<N,J+l>-THK<N,J-1)>/4. 
TD-TD-LH*DV<N,J>*<2*<W<NN,J>-W<N,J>>+W(ft,J+l>+W<N,J-1>-2*W<N,J>> 
TD-TD-LH*<<DV<N,J+l>-DV<N,J-l>>*<W<N,J+l>-W<N,J-1)))/ 4. 
TDOT<N,J>=TD/(DXS'l*C<N,J>> 
WD=DL<N,J>*<2.*<W<NN,J>-W<N,J>>+W<N,J+1>+W<N,J-l)-2.*W<N,J>> 
WD=WD+<W<N,J+l>-W<N,J-t>>*<DL<N,J+l>-DL<ft,J-1))/4, 
WD=WD+DT<N,J>*<2.*<T<NN,J>-T<N,J>>+T<N,J+l>+T<N,J-1>-2.*T<N,J>> 
WD=<WD+<DT<N,J+t>-DT<N,J-l>>*<T<N,J+l>-T<N,J-l))/4.)/DXSQ 
89 'WDOT<N,J>=WD+<HK<N,J+l>-BK<N,J-1>>/C2.*DX> 
* INTERIOR NODES - TEl'IPERATUnE 8 l'IOISTURE EQUATIONS 
* 
* 
N=N-1 
DO 99 1=2,N 
DO 99 J=2,NVP1 
TD=THK<I,J>*<T<l+l,J)+T<l-1,J>+T<l,J+l>+T<I,J-l>-4.*T<I,J>> 
TD=TD+<THK<l+l,J>-THK<l-l,J>>*<T<l+l,J)-T(l-1,J>>/4, 
TD=TD+<THK< l,J+l>-TIIK< I,J-l>>*<T<I,J+l>-T<I,J-1))/4, 
TD=TD-LH*DV< I ,J>*< W< l+l ,J>+W< 1-1,J>+W< I ,J+O+W< I ,J-1>-4.*W< l,J) > 
TD=TD-LH*<DV< 1+1,J>-DV< 1-1,J»*<W< l+l,J>-W< 1-1,J))/ 4. 
TD=TD-LH*<DV<I,J+l>-DV<I,J-&)>*<W<l,J+l>-W<I,J-1))/ 4. 
TOOT< I,J>=TD/(DXS'1*C< l,J>> 
WD=DL< I, J> *< W< l+ 1, J) +W< 1-1, J>+W< I, J+ I>+W< I, J-D-4. *W< I, J)) 
WD=WD+<DLCl+l,J>-DL<l-l,J>>*CWCl+l,J>-W<l-1,J>>/4. 
WD=WD+<DLC I,J+l)-DL< l,J-l»*<W< l,J+I>-W< I,J-1))/4. 
WD=WD+DT< l,J>*<T< l+l,J>+T< 1-1,J>+T< l,J+U+T< l,J-I>-4.*T< I,J)) 
WD=WD+<DT<I+l,J>-DT<I-1,J>>*<T<l+l,J>-T<I-l,J))/4. 
WD=<WD+<DT< l,J+l>-DT< I,J-l>>*<T<I,J+l>-T<I,J-1>>/4.)/DXBQ 
99 'WDOT< l,J>=WD+<BK<l,J+l>-BK<I,J-1))/(2.*DX> 
 REPLACING THE SUBSCRIPTED TW DIMENSI01' DIFFERE1'TIAL EQUATIONS IN 
* ORE DlMENSI01' ARRAY IN PREPERATION FOR INTEGRATION. 
* KIC=9 
DO 199 L= l ,NVP 
DO 199 Jz 1 , NHP 
KK2 KK+l 
189 WADTL< KIO= 'WDOT< J, L> 
KIC•9 
RP l•NP-1 
DO UH L=l,NPl 
DO 191 J• 1 , NBP 
KK•KIC+I 
181 1M'L< KIO •TOOT< J, L> 
L•ftP 
KJC•ll 
DO 192 .J•2,ftBP 
ICJC•KIC+ 1 
182 TD'n.<KJC>•TDOT<J,L> 
RP2•1'P+ I 
U•ll 
DO 183 L•1'P2,1'VP 
DO 183 .J•l,1'BP 
ll•ICJt+l 
193 TD'n.< ICJC> •TDOT< .J, L> 
45 
SORT 
*  INTEGRATION OF THE DIFFEREIITIAL EQUATIONS 
* TF= Il'fTGRU TI, TDTL, 27) 
WF= INTGRL< WI, WADTL, 28) 
* TIMER DELT=0.25 , OUTDEL=2.0 , Fil'fTIM=96.0 
OUTPUT TFC15) , TBP30, Tl0 ,PT 
LABEL TEMPERATURE VARIATION WITH TIME 
OUTPUT TFCl-27) 
LABEL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DIFFEREIIT NODES 
OUTPUT WF< 1-28) 
LABEL MOISTURE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DIFFERENT NODES 
END 
INPUT 
32.88 33.32 33.97 36.30 33.70 32.73 31.91 
32.85 33.23 33.61 35.37 33.33 32.62 31.88 
32.82 33.11 33.34 33.39 33.85 32.58 31.84 
32.80 33.87 33.25 33.25 32.95 32.45 31.82 
.2892 .2571 .2358 .2129 .1227 .0781 .8557 
.3323 .3168 .2337 .1527 .0950 .0712 .0505 
D'DINPUT 
STOP 
ENDJOB 
* ************************************************************************ 
************************************************************************ 
* * CHANGES TO BE ADDED WHEft THE PROGRAM IS USED FOR SILT-LOAM SOIL 
* * * 1. DELET BK FROM THE DIMENSIOft STATMENT. * 
* 2. REPLACE THE TRANSPORT COEFFICIEIIT FUKCTIONS BY THE FOLLOWING: * 
* * FUKCTION VAPDIF=0.012,.01,0.025,4.50,0.05,l.35,8.075,0.14,0.10,.027, ••. 
8.118,0.01 
FUKCTION ISTHMD=.012,.01,.025,4.50,.0375,5.0,.05,1.35,.075,.14, 
.0875, .07, .10, .073, .125, .235, .15, 1.45, .175, 10.0, .20, 13.5, 
.223,100.0,.25,180.0,.275,320.0,.30,460.0,.325,700.0,.35,1000., •.. 
• 375,1650.0,.40,2700.0,.425,4400.0,.45,8800.0 
FUftCTION THMD=.025,.01,.05,.025,.075,.0315,.10,.031,. 125,.03,.15,.03 .•. 
'. 175 •• 028, .2, .028,. 225 •• 026 •. 25, .028,. 275 •. 035 •. 30,. 085 • 
• 325,.22,.35,.45,.375,.84,.40,1.60,.425,3.40,.45,7.0 
FUKCTION THKD=0.0245,0.475,0.06125,0.675,0.1011,0.900,0.1225,l.35, 
0. 1439, 1.80,0. 1838,2.25,0.245,3.00,0...-4165,4. 175,0.5,4. 175 
* *  3. REPLACE THE VALUE OF Cl ON THE PARAMETER CARD BY C1=0.246  
* 4. REPLACE THE VERY LAST CARD IN THE DO LOOP # 20 BY THE FOLLOWING: * 
* * IF<<W<L,M>.GT.0.012).AlfD.<W<L,M>.LE.0.118>> GO TO 19 
DV<L,M>=0.0 
GO TO 20 
19 DV<L,M>=t./24.*NLFGEN<VAPDIF,W<L,M>> 
28 CONTINUE 
* *  3. TAKE OUT THE EFFECT OF GRAVITY FROM EACH l'IJISTURE EQUATION.  
* THIS TERM IS WRITl'Eft AT THE END OF EACH MOISTURE EQUATIOJf. * 
************************************************************************ 
************************************************************************ 
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